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ABSTRACT
There are two important problems associated with the 
design of distributed database systems. One is the file 
allocation problem, and the other is the query optimization 
problem. In this research a methodology that considers both 
these aspects is developed that determines the optimal 
location of files and join sites for given queries 
simultaneously. Using this methodology, three different 
mixed integer programming models that describe three cases of 
the file allocation and join site selection problem are 
developed. Dual-based procedures are developed for each of 
the three mixed integer programming models. Extensive 
computational testing is performed which shows that the dual- 
based algorithms developed are able to generate solutions 
which are very close to the optimal. Also, these near 
optimal solutions are found very quickly, even for large 
scale problems.
CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION
A distributed computing system (DCS) consists of a set of 
computers inter-connected by telecommunications network. 
Data on a DCS is managed through a database, which is a 
collection of stored operational data used by the application 
systems of a particular enterprise (Date 1986).
Distributed databases can be thought of as databases 
stored at different locations in a DCS. In recent years, 
distributed databases have become an important area of 
information processing, and its importance continues to grow.
The reasons for this trend are both organizational and 
technological. A brief discussion of these reasons is 
provided next.
First, many organizations are decentralized, and 
therefore a distributed database approach fits the 
organizational structure more naturally. Furthermore, with 
recent developments in computer technology, the economy-of- 
scale motivation for having a large, centralized computer 
center is becoming more and more questionable. Second, 
having distributed databases is the natural solution when 
several databases already exist in an organization and there 
are some applications which access databases at more than one 
branch. In this case, the distributed database is created 
bottom-up from preexisting local databases. Third, if an
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organization grows by adding new, relatively autonomous 
organizational units (new branches, new warehouses, etc.), 
then the distributed database approach supports a smooth 
incremental growth with minimum degree of impact on the 
existing units. Fourth, in a geographically distributed 
database, the fact that many applications are local clearly 
reduces the volume of communication particularly when 
compared to a centralized database. Therefore, the 
maximization of the locality of applications is one of the 
primary objectives in the design and implementation of 
distributed systems. Fifth, distributed databases, especially 
those with redundant data, typically result in higher system 
reliability and increased data availability (Ceri and 
Pelagatti 1984) .
There are two important problems associated with the 
design of a distributed database. One problem concerns the 
placement of file copies at various sites in the network. 
This problem is known as the file allocation problem. The 
other problem, query optimization, is concerned with the 
efficient processing of a query that involves multiple, 
perhaps geographically dispersed, files. The file allocation 
problem, without explicit consideration of query 
optimization, has been studied extensively by Chu (1969), 
Casey(1972), Morgan and Levin (1977), Fisher and Hochbaum 
(1980), Gavish and Pirkul (1982, 1986), Mahmoud and Riordan 
(1976), Chen and Akoka (1980), Irani and Khabaz (1982),
Laning and Leonard (1983) , and Ghosh and Murthy (1991, 1992) . 
Similarly, for a DCS, query optimization in isolation has 
also been studied extensively by Wong (1977), Chu and Hurley 
(1979, 1982), Hevner and Yao (1979), Apers, Hevner and Yao
(1983) , Ceri and Pelagatti (1982) , Yu and Chang (1984), Segev 
(1986) , and Gavish and Segev (1986) . However, relatively 
little work has been done that considers both these issues 
simultaneously. The objective of this research is to develop 
a methodology that considers both these aspects 
simultaneously when designing a DCS.
1.1 File Allocation Problem
One of the key issues involved in the design of a
distributed database system is the placement of files at
various sites in the network. Here, a file can represent
either an entire database or a fragment of it. Given the 
network topology and capacities of the links, the problem of 
determining a) the number of copies of a file to be
maintained in the system, and b) where to place each copy so 
as to minimize the overall operating cost, is known as the 
file allocation problem (FAP).
Operating costs consist of query costs, update costs, and 
the cost of file storage. Queries access information from a 
single file copy which is usually placed at the minimum cost 
node. Thus, the query cost consists of the communication 
cost between the user location and the location of the file
copy that is accessed. Updates, on the other hand, must 
write information into all copies of the file to maintain 
data consistency and integrity. Consequently, update costs 
can be assigned to each file copy location. This constitutes 
the total update communication cost between all user 
locations and that file copy location. The primary reason 
why multiple copies of a file exist in a distributed database 
system, during a certain time period, is because users can 
have locality of access. For a particular user, the required 
file may be available locally, in which case, only a local 
processing cost is incurred. If the file is not available 
locally, the other cost is incurred in terms of communication 
and delay in accessing the file. It is under this situation 
that moving a copy of the file to the user location should be 
considered. However, introducing a new copy would increase 
the costs associated with file storage and update 
transmission. Therefore, the decision of whether or not to 
introduce a new copy of a file involves a tradeoff between an 
increase in the storage and update transmission cost on one 
hand and a decrease in the query cost on the other.
The FAP can be modelled as a mixed integer linear program 
and is known to be isomorphic to the uncapacitated facility 
location problem (Wah 1984).
1.2 Query Optimization in Distributed Database Systems
Another stream of research in distributed database 
systems is query processing optimization. The main problems
in query optimization are:
1) Determining the physical copies of the fragments upon 
which to execute the query, given a query expression over 
fragments. The term materialization is typically used in the 
literature to denote a nonredundant copy of the entire 
distributed database upon which the query is executed.
2) Selecting the order of execution of operations. This 
involves the determination of a good sequence of join, semi- 
join, and union operations. The other operations such as 
selections and projections are not relevant to the inter­
processor communication costs.
3) Selecting the method for executing each operation. This 
involves choosing a method for executing each database access 
among the various methods, for instance, determining an 
access method for performing selections using available 
indexes. Therefore, how to perform the corresponding 
database accesses is dependent on each individual system, 
Selinger and Adiba (1980).
The problems described above are not independent. For 
instance, the choice of the best materialization for a query 
depends on the order in which operations are executed. 
Therefore, proceeding to solve them independently introduces 
errors. However, a typical simplification that is often made 
by optimization methods is to consider the three problems to 
be independent. Thus first a materialization is assumed for 
a given query. Then the order of execution of operations is
optimized. Finally operations are clustered into local 
programs. In practice, the first problem is often bypassed 
by assuming a materialization. The third problem is also 
disregarded because it is system-dependent. Hence, the main 
emphasis is placed on the second problem which can be 
described as follows. If a query can be decomposed into 
subqueries that require operations at qeographically 
dispersed databases, determine the sequence and the sites for 
performing this set of operations so that the operating cost 
for processing this query is minimized (Chu and Hurley 1979).
The selection of alternative query execution strategies, 
in both centralized and distributed environments, is made by 
measuring their expected performance. The typical measures 
that are assumed in centralized databases are the number of 
I/O operations and the utilization of the CPU that is 
required to perform the query. In distributed databases, the 
amount of data transmission between sites must also be 
considered. However, there is no agreement on the relative 
importance of the cost of transmission versus local I/O. For 
geographically dispersed computer networks, communication 
cost is normally the dominant consideration, whereas local 
processing cost is of greater significance for local 
networks. Typically, it is assumed that the network delays 
are dominant and that they depend directly on the total 
volume of data that is transferred over the distributed 
database network.
The performance of a distributed query processing 
algorithm depends to a large extent on the estimation 
algorithm used for evaluating the expected sizes of some 
intermediate relations. Here, relations may be partitioned 
horizontally and/or vertically. Composition of a vertically 
partitioned relation is achieved by a join. Composition of 
a horizontally partitioned relation is achieved through a 
union.
1.3 File Allocation and Join Site Selection Problem in 
Distributed Database Systems 
One of the major assumptions in the FAP is that a query 
needs to access only one copy of the required data file. 
However, when the data file is partitioned into multiple 
files, a query may require multiple copies of the partitioned 
data file. Even for queries that access more than one file, 
if it is assumed that the query is processed at the site 
where the query is generated, the problem again reduces to 
the FAP. In this case, complex query transmissions that 
require multiple files are decomposed into a set of single 
files. However, when a join operation is required for a 
query involving files residing at multiple sites, the site to 
carry out the join operation can have a significant impact on 
the amount of data transmission. Since the result of joining 
multiple files is usually less than the sum of individual 
file sizes, the primary decision influencing data transfer is
the selection of the site(s) where join operations are 
performed. If the join operations are performed at one single 
node, all the required files residing at multiple sites have 
to be transmitted to one common node where the join operation 
is executed. Then, the result of the operation can be 
transferred to the user location. However, it is possible to 
distribute the operations in order to reduce the amount of 
data transmission. In this case distributed operations are 
implemented as a set of partial operations which are 
performed separately at different nodes. Query optimization, 
in a distributed database system, tries to determine the 
sequence of operations and the sites for performing the set 
of operations such that the operating cost for processing the 
query is minimized. However, the current .query optimizers 
require the storage sites of the files as input data.
There is a strong interdependency between access plan 
selection and file allocation. The cost of a file allocation 
strategy depends upon how each query is executed, i.e., the 
access plan selected for each query by the query optimizer. 
For instance, when multiple files located at different sites 
are joined, the join site selection can have a significant 
effect on communication costs. The query optimizer, in turn, 
depends on the file allocation for determining the optimal 
access plan. As a result, the management of distributed 
database systems face the problem of finding optimum 
placements of files to different sites and selecting the most
efficient strategy for processing queries submitted from a 
given user site.
To illustrate the interdependency of the file allocation 
aspect and the access plan selection aspect of distributed 
database systems, an example similar to that used by Apers 
(1988) is used. In Figures 1(a), 1(b), and 1(c), the three
relations WINEJJSA, WINE_FRANCE, and WINE_ITALY are shown
respectively. They all have attributes YEAR, NAME, PRODUCER, 
AREA, and COUNTRY. Each tuple represents a wine for which
the grapes were grown in a certain area, picked in a certain
year, and bottled by a certain producer. Figure 1(d) shows 
the relation WEATHER, containing the attributes YEAR, AREA, 
COUNTRY, and SUN. SUN stands for the hours of sun in a 
particular area in a particular year. Let's suppose that 
WINE_USA is located in San Francisco, WINE_FRANCE in Paris, 
WINE_ITALY in ROME, and WEATHER in New York as shown in 
Figure 2.
The query stated by a user in Chicago is:
Give the name and the year of wines and the hours of sun of 
areas where the grapes were picked.
The query may have different processing schedules for 
execution. Of these only three will be discussed. In this 
example, it is assumed that the networks are packet-switched. 
Therefore, the communication costs are not dependent on the 
distance between the communicating site.
Relation: WINE_USA
YEAR NAME PRODUCER AREA COUNTRY
1976 Sauvignon Christian Brothers Napa Valley USA
1983 Burgundy Carlo Rossi Napa Valley USA
1985 Sauvignon Christian Brothers Napa Valley USA
(a)
Relation: WINE__FRANCE
YEAR NAME PRODUCER AREA COUNTRY
1970 Margaux Chateau Margaux Bordeaux France
1972 Beaune Louis Latour Bordeaux France
1985 Margaux Chateau Margaux Bordeaux France
1987 Beaune Louis Latour Bordeaux France
(b)
Relation: WINE_ITALY
YEAR NAME PRODUCER AREA COUNTRY
1979 Chardonnay Modena Venezie Italy
1982 Classico Villa Antinori Toscana Italy
1984 Classico Villa Antinori Toscana Italy
(c)
Relation: WEATHER
YEAR AREA COUNTRY SUN
1982 Toscana Italy 1551
1983 Napa Valley USA 3022
1987 Bordeaux France 2008
(d)
Fig. 1. Relations
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Paris
(WINE FRANCE)
Chicago
New York 
(WEATHER)
Rome 
(WINE ITALY)
San Francisco 
(WINEJJSA)
Fig. 2. Locations of Relations
Schedule 1 . Transmit the relation WEATHER from New York 
to San Francisco, Paris, and Rome. Then, compute the joins 
based on YEAR and AREA at the respective locations. The 
result is then transmitted to Chicago. If the size of the 
relation WEATHER is 18,000 and the sizes of the results of 
joins are 400, 800, and 200 bytes, respectively, the total 
number of bytes transmitted is 3 x 18,000 + 400 + 800 + 200 
= 55,400.
Schedule 2 . Transmit the relations WINE_USA, 
WINE_FRANCE, and WINE_ITALY to New York, where they are 
united and the join based on YEAR and AREA is computed 
between this union and WEATHER. If the sizes of the three 
relations are 12,000, 15,000, and 20,000, respectively, and
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the size of the result is 1,400 bytes, the total number of 
bytes transmitted is 12,000 + 15,000 + 20,000 + 1,400 = 
48,400.
Clearly, the first schedule is more expensive in terms of 
the number of bytes transmitted. The purpose of query 
processing algorithms is to determine processing schedules 
for queries such that a certain cost function is minimized. 
However, the query processing algorithms take relation 
locations for granted. If a copy of relation WEATHER existed 
in Chicago, there could be another schedule for processing 
the query.
Schedule 3 . Transmit the relations WINE_USA,
WINE_FRANCE, and WINE_ITALY to Chicago, where they are united 
and the join based on YEAR and AREA is computed between this 
union and WEATHER. The total number of bytes transmitted is 
12,000 + 15,000 + 20,000 = 47,000.
The third schedule is best in terms of processing the 
query. However, storing a copy of a relation in another 
location incurs a storage cost and increased update cost. 
This example clearly illustrates the interdependency between 
query processing schedule and file or relation allocation.
In the past, little effort has been made on developing an 
integrated strategy for choosing the sites where data files 
are to be stored while simultaneously determining a query 
processing site. The objective of this research is to 
develop such a strategy. The proposed methodology attempts
to minimize the transmission cost in a distributed database 
system based on a given set of transactions or queries, 
instead of simply using file access rates as is the case in 
the FAP. Hence, the primary objective of this research is to 
assign files to geographically dispersed nodes/systems and in 
addition, determine the query processing sites such that the 
amount of inter-system communication is minimized.
1.4 Organization of This Thesis
This research is organized as follows. In Chapter 2, the 
literature on file allocation and query optimization problems 
is reviewed. In Chapter 3, three different models for file 
allocation and join site selection problems are developed. 
In Chapter 4, solution procedures for the three models 
developed are described. Chapter 5 provides the
computational results and Chapter 6 discusses the 
applications and limitations of this research. The 
conclusion can be found in Chapter 7.
CHAPTER 2
LITERATURE REVIEW
In this chapter, first, all significant prior work on 
file allocation problems and query optimization problems are 
reviewed. Then, the literature on the integrated strategy 
for file allocation and query optimization problem is 
reviewed.
2.1 File Allocation Problem
The file allocation problem was first studied by Chu 
(1969) . He investigated nonredundant allocation of the files 
in a multiple computer system to minimize overall operating 
cost. He developed a model in which the overall operating 
costs consist of transmission and storage costs. The model 
was formulated as a nonlinear integer zero-one programming 
problem, which was subsequently reduced to a linear zero-one 
programming problem. The model proposed by Casey (1972) 
allowed for multiple file copies. Casey made a distinction 
between queries and updates because an update needed to 
access all file copies, while a query needed to access only 
one. The objective was to minimize the cost of the 
transmission and the storage cost of the files.
Morgan and Levin (1977) developed an optimization model 
in which they treated programs and data files separately, and 
proposed a solution procedure for it. Fisher and Hochbaum
14
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(1980) later showed that the solution procedure developed by- 
Morgan and Levin (1977) was capable of solving only 
relatively small problems. They described an optimizing 
algorithm for a general model of the database location 
problem, and reported successful computational experience 
with several large sized problems. The objective of their 
model was to minimize database storage and transmission costs 
for processing routine queries and updates that originate at 
user nodes. Their solution methodology was based on the 
Lagrangian relaxation approach.
Gavish and Pirkul (1982, 1986) presented a variant of the 
problem of locating computers and databases in a distributed 
computer system. Various Lagrangian relaxations of the model 
were introduced and analyzed, and a heuristic solution method 
suggested. The use of this heuristic, in combination with 
the Lagrangian relaxation, was shown to be a very effective 
strategy for finding 'good' solutions.
The file allocation problem has also been studied in 
conjunction with the network design problem. Mahmoud and 
Riordan (1976) examined the file allocation and capacity 
assignment problem in a distributed computer network. They 
showed that these two aspects of the design are tightly 
coupled by means of an average message delay constraint. The 
objective is to allocate copies of information files to 
network nodes and capacities to network links so that network 
delay and file availability constraints are satisfied at
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minimum cost. For this a nonlinear integer programming model 
was developed. A heuristic algorithm was proposed, which is 
based on a decomposition technique that greatly reduces the 
computational complexity of the problem. Chen and Akoka
(1980) considered simultaneously the distribution of 
processing power, the allocation of programs and databases, 
and the assignment of communication line capacities. In 
addition, they considered the return flow of information, as 
well as the dependencies between programs and databases. An 
algorithm based on the branch-and-bound integer programming 
technique was developed to obtain the optimal solution for 
this model.
Gavish and Pirkul (1982) recognized that communication 
costs and costs related to the acquisition and operation of 
computers are two major cost components of a computer system 
that serves a geographically dispersed organization. In this 
paper they presented a variant of the problem of locating 
computers and databases in a distributed computer system. A 
nonlinear integer programming formulation of the problem was 
presented. This model was later linearized. Various 
Lagrangian relaxations of the model were introduced and 
analyzed and a heuristic solution methodology was suggested.
Irani and Khabaz (1982) addressed the problem of combined 
communication network design and file allocation problem for 
distributed databases. The network topologies were
restricted to be of maximal connectivity and minimal
17
diameter. These topologies result in solutions that maximize 
network reliability while reducing communication cost and 
delay. They developed heuristics for the models they 
proposed. Laning and Leonard (1983) presented an algorithm 
to determine locations for the copies of files in a computer 
communications network. The algorithm determines storage 
locations which minimize the sum of network file storage 
costs and message transmission costs. They focussed 
primarily on networks that use adaptive routing techniques. 
They showed that feasible file locations must satisfy network 
performance requirements for file availability and delay by 
message class. In their paper, an effective method of 
evaluating delay constraints for networks using adaptive 
routing techniques was introduced. The algorithm they 
proposed uses the solution to a p-median problem to identify 
initial candidate file placements. Interaction between a set 
of file movement rules and a network simulator is employed to 
modify initial placements to find near-optimal locations 
which satisfy the network performance constraints.
Ghosh and Murthy (1991, 1992) have investigated FAP
models that ensure, for all on-line queries, the attainment 
of acceptable levels of response times during peak demand 
periods, and file availability. The proposed models treated 
response time on a query-by-query basis, and not a single 
system-wide average delay constraint. Similarly, file
availability was treated on a file-by-file basis.
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One of the major assumptions in the FAP models discussed 
above is that a query is processed at the site where the 
query is generated. In this research, the assumption will be 
relaxed.
2.2 Query Optimization
Another stream of research in distributed database 
systems is query optimization. The pioneering work in the 
area of distributed query processing was done by Wong (1977) . 
The method consisted of translating a query into a sequence 
of moves of relations and of local processing actions. The 
algorithm proceeds by selecting one site to which all 
relations are sent as the initial feasible solution. This 
solution is improved by recursively replacing individual 
moves by sequences of moves and actions using a hill-climbing 
heuristic, until no move can be replaced with profit. The 
major weakness of the algorithms is the apriori selection of 
an initial feasible solution, which does not allow reaching 
those points within the solution space which are too far from 
it.
Chu and Hurley (1979, 1982) developed a query processing 
policy which depends on the sequence of logical operations 
and on the sites for performing such operations. They 
proposed an operating cost model comprising of the 
communication cost and processing cost. Both the
communication and processing costs depend on data reduction
19
functions, sequence of operations, and the data volumes of 
the files involved. The data reduction functions provide an 
estimate of the volume of output file length. In their 
paper, query operation graphs were used to represent sets of 
policies having a common sequence of operations and having 
the same subsets of operations performed at a single site. 
They developed properties that find the best sites for 
performing the operations of a given graph and locate graphs 
representing local optimal policies. Finally, a formula was 
derived for evaluating the cost in terms of file 
transmissions. They then presented an exact, although 
inherently exponential, algorithm.
Hevner and Yao (1979) proposed the decomposition of the 
query optimization problem into two parts, the independent 
optimization of simple queries that can be solved easily and 
optimally, and the integration of them within schedules for 
relations. A simple query is defined such that after initial 
local processing, each relation in the query contains only 
one domain - the common joining domain. The authors 
presented an optimization algorithm (PARALLEL) which was 
shown to derive a minimal response time distribution strategy 
for any given simple query. Algorithm PARALLEL uses an 
initial feasible solution as one which moves all required 
relations directly to the result node. The algorithm then 
searches for cost beneficial data transmissions by trying to 
join small relations to large relations. Another algorithm
was proposed for general queries. In a general query, each 
required relation may have any number of joining domains and 
output domains. The algorithm for the general query is a 
heuristic that uses an improved exhaustive search to find 
efficient distribution strategies. Taking into account the 
work done by Hevner and Yao (1979), Apers, Hevner, and Yao 
(1983) presented a procedure RESPONSE for delay minimization 
and showed that it achieves the optimum. They also presented 
two other procedures for total time minimization, which are 
heuristic in nature.
Ceri and Pelagatti (1982) considered selection, 
projection, and join operations that are required by a 
transaction on a distributed database. They showed that for 
the allocation problem only the join operations are relevant. 
They considered the single join problem which includes only 
one join operation and the multiple join problem which have 
more than one join. They proposed an integer programming 
model and discussed heuristic solution methods.
Yu and Chang (1984) sketched some of the ideas used in 
the existing distributed query processing algorithms:
(1) the estimation of the size of intermediate relations,
(2) the use of semijoins,
(3) the separation of an algorithm based on semijoin into 
three phases: the copy identification phase, the reduction 
phase, and the assembly phase,
(4) the properties of tree queries that allow them to be
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processed rather efficiently,
(5) the transformation of cyclic queries into tree queries,
(6) the enhancement of semijoin strategies,
(7) the enumeration of strategies, and
(8) the different ways of handling fragments.
Segev (1986) analyzed the problem of optimizing 2-way 
joins in horizontally partitioned distributed database 
management systems. The 2-way join optimization problem is 
defined as the problem of joining two fragmented relations 
such that the resulting communication costs are minimized. 
This paper introduced two types of semijoin strategies, local 
and remote. A semijoin operation between relation Rl and 
relation R2 restricts Rl by values that appear in R2's join 
attribute. Given that relation Rl is to be semijoined by 
relation R2 over join attributes Rl.a and R2.b, two modes of 
executing semijoin operation are distinguished. In a local 
semijoin mode, R2.b is transmitted to Rl's site and joined 
with R l . Remote semijoin operation allows Rl.a to be 
restricted by R2.b at a remote site and then transmitted back 
to Rl's site for a restriction of Rl . Using the semi join 
operation, a mathematical model is developed for the case of 
remote semijoin. The lower bound on the value of an optimal 
solution to the model of remote semijoin is derived through 
a Lagrangian relaxation. The problem of multiple join 
attributes and relations are not discussed.
Gavish and Segev (1986) defined a special case of the 
distributed query optimization problem. It consists of 
queries that involve set operations (e.g., set difference, 
set intersection, etc.) between sets of tuples which are 
geographically dispersed. A set query is defined to be any 
query that can be represented as a sequence of relational 
operations (e.g., join, select, and project) followed by set 
operations between one set of tuples referred to as the 
condition set, and a group of other sets of tuples which are 
geographically dispersed. Each one of the other sets is 
referred to as a target set. Such operations allow for easy 
formulation of complex queries. The transmission cost 
consists of three components: the cost of transmitting
fragments, the cost of transmitting the condition set, and 
the cost of sending result tuples to the query site. In this 
paper, a mixed-integer linear programming formulation with 
three heuristic procedures and plant location-based lower 
bounding procedure were proposed.
2.3 Integrated Strategy
One of the major assumptions in the literature of query 
optimization in a distributed database system is that 
query optimizers require the storage sites of the files as 
input data. Relatively little work has been done on 
developing an integrated strategy for choosing the sites
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where data files are to be stored, while simultaneously
determining query processing sites.
Apers (1988) generalized the file allocation problem into 
the data and operation allocation problem given the queries 
and updates, the frequencies of their usage, and the site 
where the results have to be sent. The problem developed is 
to determine the fragments to be allocated, and then
determine the sites on the computer network where these 
fragments and the operations on them are to be allocated. 
This is to be accomplished such that the total transmission 
cost is minimized. The total transmission cost of an
allocation is defined as the sum of the total transmission
costs of queries and updates weighted by their execution 
frequencies. A greedy heuristic algorithm was developed by 
Apers (1988), which starts from an initial solution and
locally optimizes the solution until no improvements are
possible. During any search for an optimal or efficient
allocation, the costs of many different allocations were
compared. Constructing decision trees, he used techniques 
such as branch-and-bound or the heuristic algorithm to search 
the large solution space for determining data allocations to 
minimize total transmission cost.
Cornell and Yu (1988, 1989) considered an integrated
strategy for choosing the sites where relations are to be 
stored, while simultaneously determining the sites where join 
operations are to take place. In their problem the objective
is to minimize the communication cost based on a given set 
of transactions or queries and their input rates to each 
site. The proposed methodology first decomposes queries into 
relation steps and then makes site assignments to minimize 
communication requirements while balancing resource 
utilization among systems. An integer linear programming 
formulation was developed, but no solution procedure was 
provided. In their formulation, the update cost is not added 
to the objective function since they assumed the database to 
be non-duplicated.
In the next chapter, an integrated strategy is developed 
for choosing the sites where data files are to be stored and 
simultaneously determine the query processing sites. The 
objective of the integrated strategy is to minimize the 
operating cost that consists of a query cost, an update cost, 
and a file storage cost. One deviation from the FAP is the 
relaxation of the assumption that the query is processed at 
the user site. Instead of simply using file access rates as 
is the case in the FAP, the proposed strategy attempts to 
minimize the transmission cost in a distributed database 
system based on a given set of transactions or queries. 
Another deviation from the query optimization in a 
distributed database system is that the storage sites of the 
files are not used as input data.
CHAPTER 3
MODEL DESCRIPTIONS
In this chapter, a methodology designed to determine 
simultaneously the optimal location of files and join sites 
is developed. Using this methodology, three different mixed 
integer programming models that describe three cases of the 
file allocation and join site selection problem are
developed. Since there is an interdependency between the 
file allocation and join site selection, both issues need to 
be addressed simultaneously in a coherent way. Assuming that 
both the file allocation and the join site selection schemes 
share a common performance objective, an integrated approach 
can be developed to do both via a single optimization problem 
formulation. All models presented are based on this 
approach.
The proposed methodology can be separated into two
stages. In stage I, each query is decomposed into a sequence 
of steps consisting of relational algebra operations. A
sequence of steps can be generated by a given query optimizer 
without considering the locations of the files. Among the 
steps given by a query optimizer, only join operations are 
considered since the other operations such as selections and 
projections are not relevant to the inter-processor 
communication costs. What is obtained at the end of stage I 
is a sequence of join operations for all queries. For
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example, if there are three files A, B, and C, one possible 
way of joining the three files is joining A and B first, then 
joining the result with file C. Given the sequence of join 
operations, stage II determines where these join operations 
have to occur, simultaneously considering the locations of 
the files in order to minimize the communication cost. Join 
order found in stage I is another factor which can impact 
performance. Nevertheless, permutation of join order is not 
pursued here. The problem is formulated as a mixed integer 
linear program.
3.1 Query Decomposition
Each query against a relational database can be 
decomposed into a sequence of relational algebra operations. 
In relational databases, data is stored in tables, called 
relations. Each relation has a number of columns, called 
attributes, and a number of rows, called tuples. Relational 
algebra is a collection of operations, each of which takes 
one or two relations as the operands and produces a single 
relation as the result. Ullman (1988) defined five basic 
operations: selection, projection, cartesian product, union, 
and set difference. From these operations, some other 
operations are derived, such as intersection, division, join, 
and semijoin. Now, some of these operations are briefly 
described.
Unary operations take only one relation as operand; they 
include selection and projection. When selection is applied 
to a relation A, it yields another relation that is a subset 
of the tuples in A which match a certain value of a 
particular attribute. While a selection chooses a subset of 
the rows in a relation, a projection chooses a subset of 
columns. Binary operations take two relations as operands 
such as union, difference, cartesian product, join and 
semijoin. A union operation builds a relation consisting of 
all tuples appearing in either or both of the two specified 
relations. A difference builds a relation consisting of all 
tuples appearing in the first but not in the second relation. 
A cartesian product builds a relation from two specified 
relations consisting of all possible concatenated pairs of 
tuples, one from each of the two specified relations. A join 
builds a relation from two specified relations consisting of 
all possible concatenated pairs of tuples, one from each of 
the two specified relations, such that in each pair the two 
tuples satisfy some specified conditions. A semijoin (A 
semijoin B) is defined to be equivalent to the join of A and 
B, projected back on to the attributes of A. In other words, 
the semijoin operation yields that subset of the tuples of A 
that match with at least one tuple in B (under the joining 
condition) (Date 1986).
For geographically dispersed computer networks, 
communication cost is normally the dominant consideration.
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Since unary operations are assumed to be performed locally, 
these operations are not relevant to the inter-processor 
communication costs. The communication cost is incurred when 
binary operations are involved. This is specially true when 
the two relations are located at different sites. Here, one 
of the two relations must be moved to the site of the other 
relation, or both relations be moved to a third common site. 
Research in optimal query processing for a distributed 
database has concentrated on the optimal implementation and 
scheduling of joins and other multirelation operations.
In a file allocation problem, a file can represent either 
an entire database or a fragment of it. In this research, 
the term relations and files are used interchangeably. To 
illustrate how a query is decomposed into a sequence of 
operations, a query in Standard Query Language (SQL) is used 
as an example. For most queries, relational algebra results 
in a sequence of operations which are either selections, 
projections or joins (Cornell and Yu 1988) .
Consider the following:
Relations
SUPPLIER (St, SNAME, STATUS, CITY)
PART (£t, PNAME, COLOR, WEIGHT, CITY)
SHIPMENT (St, Eft, QTY)
Query
Get all supplier names and their cities supplying parts 
whose weights are greater than 1000.
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SELECT SUPPLIER.SNAME, SUPPLIER.CITY
FROM SUPPLIER, PART, SHIPMENT
WHERE SUPPLIER.S# = SHIPMENT.S#
AND PART.P# = SHIPMENT.P#
AND PART.WEIGHT > 1000;
The query that is considered above can be decomposed into 
the following four steps:
Step 1. Restrict the PART relation on weight and project 
PART.P# to form a temporary relation.
Step 2. Join the temporary relation of step 1 with the
SHIPMENT relation on the P# attribute and project 
SHIPMENT.S# to form a temporary relation.
Step 3. Join the temporary relation of step 2 with SUPPLIER 
relation on S# and project SUPPLIER.NAME and 
SUPPLIER.CITY.
Step 4. Send the result relation to the query site.
In this file allocation and join site selection model 
only join steps are considered, since it is assumed that a 
restriction step is always applied before the relation is 
sent to the join site.
3.2 Assumptions
In a distributed database system, various transactions 
(query and updates) originate at each node. These 
transactions are processed using copies of program and data
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files stored either locally or at remote sites on the 
network. The task of a distributed database designer is to 
determine (a) the number of file copies to be maintained in 
the system, (b) their respective locations on the network, 
and (c) the query routing strategy. The query routing 
strategy essentially specifies the remote node(s) where a 
transaction is to processed when local processing is not 
possible. In this research, the following assumptions are 
made, and they are applicable to all models considered in 
this research.
(1) This research focuses on the file allocation and join 
site selection problem for those distributed systems for 
which a telecommunications network is already in place. As 
a result, the proposed models ignore network design 
considerations.
(2) The distributed computer system is assumed to be 
homogeneous. Many difficulties arise when one tries to 
integrate different types of computers into a distributed 
computer system. Low level interfacing problems limit system 
flexibility and hamper efficiency of operations. In such 
systems, code conversion is generally required and program 
portability is seriously limited. Thus homogeneous computer 
systems, i.e., systems supported by a set of identical 
computers were suggested as a solution to most of these 
problems (Manning and Peebles, 1977) . In a homogeneous 
network, the need to treat programs different from data files
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disappears since they can be executed on any computer in the 
network. Further, program files can be transferred among the 
nodes of the network just like data files.
(3) A copy of a program file, required to query/update a 
particular data file, is assumed to be stored at each node in 
the system. Even though this leads to widespread redundancy 
of program files, this assumption is considered to be 
realistic due to the relatively small size of program files 
and the low frequency of updates on them. Similar 
assumptions have been made by other researchers in the past 
(Gavish and Pirkul, 1982, Levin and Morgan, 1976).
(4) Each site in the system is assumed to be equipped with 
computing, storage and telecommunication devices with 
capacities that are large enough to accommodate all 
processing, storage and communication requirements. 
Therefore, capacity restrictions are not considered in this 
research.
(5) Each file in the system can have multiple copies stored 
at different sites. A query can access multiple copies of 
the required data files, whereas, for the sake of file 
integrity and consistency, an update must be communicated to 
each and every copy of the file maintained in the system.
3.3 Formulation of the File Allocation and Join Site
Selection Problem 
First, a mixed integer linear programming formulation for 
the general file allocation and join site selection problem
is developed. Henceforth, this problem is referred to as 
(FAJSP). Then, similar mixed integer linear programming 
models for special cases of the (FAJSP) are developed. To 
help develop the models, the manner in which two relations 
are joined need to be discussed. There are three different 
ways of joining two relations: (a) Joining two permanent
relations, (b) Joining one permanent relation and one 
temporary relation resulting from join of two relations, and 
(c) joining two temporary relations. The graphical 
representation for each case is shown in Figure 3.
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Fig. 3. Three different ways of joining two files
In Figure 3(a), a join of permanent relations Rl and R2 
results in a temporary relation Tl, then the result relation 
Tl is sent to the query site. Only one step is involved for 
this case. In Figure 3(b), step 1 involves joining of two 
permanent relations R2 and R3 resulting in a temporary 
relation T l . Both the temporary relation Tl and permanent
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relation Rl are joined in step 2 resulting in a temporary 
relation T 2 . The temporary relation T2 is then sent to the 
query site. Similarly in Figure 3(c), Tl and T2 are the
results of join step 1 and 2 respectively. Then two 
temporary relations Tl and T2 are joined in step 3 resulting 
in T 3 . To present the model for (FAJSP) the following 
notations are used:
I : index set of all the user locations
N : index set of all the file locations
q(m) : the mth step of query q
Q(M) : index set of all the steps of all the queries
Mlq : set of join steps of query q which requires two
permanent relations 
M2q : set of join steps of query q which requires one 
permanent relation and one temporary relation.
M3q : set of join steps of query q which requires two 
temporary relations 
Fi q : frequency of query type q generated at user node i 
aq(m) : the permanent relation which is used as the first 
relation at join step m of query q.
/3q(m) : the permanent relation which is used as the second
relation at join step m of query q.
Sd : size of relation d (megabyte).
Sq : size of result relation of query q (megabyte).
Uid : amount of updates from node i to relation d 
(megabytes)
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P(d) : the previous join step which results in relation d.
tj k : coefficient used to enforce zero cost when file
location j and join site k are the same, 
s.; : unit storage cost at node j ($/megabyte)
q(f) : final join step of query q
Decision variables
xi q(m) d j k : the proportion of times file type d at node j 
is sent to node k in order to perform the mth 
step of query type q generated at user node i .
Yjd =1, if a copy of relation d is stored at node j 
= 0, otherwise
zi qim) k = !< if the join step m of query type q generated at
node i is executed at node k 
= 0, otherwise
Cost of join step
The cost of joining two files will depend on the way they 
are joined. Zla, Zlb, and Zlc represent the communication 
costs of the join types shown in Figures 1(a), 1(b), and
1(c), respectively. When a temporary file needs to be sent 
to the join site, the previous join site which generated the 
temporary file will affect the selection of the next join 
site. In the case of 1(b) and 1(c), the temporary file will 
be sent to the join site of the next step, only if both the
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sites are not same. The communication costs of the three join 
types are thus:
Zla = E E E E E Fi q • Sd • tj k • Xi q(m) d j k +
i q(m)e{Mlq} de{aq(m)} k j
£ £ £ E E Fj ’ ■ Sd • tj j. ■ X; q(m) d j k
i q(m)e{Mlq} de{0g(m)} k j
( 1 - 1 )
Zlb = E E E E E Fi q • Sd • tj  k • Xi q(a) d j k +
i q(m)e{M2q} de{aq(m)} k j
^ ^ E E F; q • Sd • Zi q(m) k • (1-Zi q(p(d)) k)
i q(m)e{M2q} de{/?q(m)} k
(1.2)
Zlc = E E E E Fi q • Sd • Ziq(m)k • (l-ZA q(p(d)) k)
i q(m)e{M3q} de{aq(m)} k
+ E E ^ ^ q ‘ Sd • Zd q(m) k • (1-Zi q (p (d) ) k)
i q(m)e{M3q} de{/3q(m)} k
(1.3)
Cost of returning the result to the query site
Z2 = E E E Fi q • Sq • tk , • ZA q(f) k 
i q k
Cost of updates
Z3 = E E E Uid • ti j • Yjd 
i d j
Cost of file storage
Z4 = E E Sj • Sd • 
d j
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Thus the objective function is to minimize
Z = Zla + Zlb + Zlc + Z2 + Z3 + Z4 ---------------------- (1)
subject to the constraints:
E E Xiq(m)d;jk = 1 V iel, q(m) e{Mlq+M2q}, de{cyq(m)} ---(2) 
j k
£ £ xi q<m) d j k = 1 v i£l< g(^)e{Mlq}, de{/3q(m)}  (3)
j k
xi q(m) d j k £ Yjd v iel, q(m) e{Mlq+M2q}, de{aq(m)}, jeN, keN --(4)
xiq(m)djk £ Yjd V iel, q (m) e{Miq}, de{i8q(m)}, jeN, k e N ---(5)
djk £ Zi q(ra) k Viel, q (m) e{Mlq+M2q}, de{o;q(ni)}, jeN, keN - (6)
Xiq(ra)d]k  ^Zi q(m) k V iel, q (m) e{Mlq}, de{^q(m)}, jeN, keN --(7)
E Ziq(m)k = 1  V iel, q (m) eQ (M)------------------ --(8)
k
Xi q(m) d j k S Zi q(m) k, Yjd e { 0, 1 } (9)
Constraint sets (2) and (3) describe the requirement that 
for each node i join step m of query type q needs to access 
permanent relations a and /?, respectively. Constraint set
(4) and (5) ensure the existence of the relation ot and /? 
respectively at node j in order to satisfy join step m of 
query type q generated from node i. Constraint set (6) and
(7) ensure that relation a and 0 need to be sent only to the 
site where the join occurs. Constraint set (8) describes the
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condition that the join step m of query type q generated at 
node i should occur at one common node.
In the objective function, Zlb and Zlc contain quadratic 
terms. To linearize them a new variable, WA q(m,n) k is 
introduced to replace the product pair 7,i q(m) k and q(n) k 
where n = P(d). The new variable is constrained to have the 
value 1 when the product of the decision variables is 1 and 
0 otherwise. To enforce the above, additional constraints 
are added to the linearized program for each V!i q(m,n) k. They 
are
Zi q(m) k q (n) k q(m,n) k ^  i
(Zi q(m) k + ZA q(n) k) + 2 Wi q(m,n) k £ 0 .
3.4 Joining Multiple Files at One Site (N-Way Join)
Another version of the file allocation and join site 
selection problem is developed in this section. The 
methodology developed in section 3.2 was based on a two stage 
model. Each query was decomposed into a sequence of join 
steps and then these steps were used for allocating files and 
join operations to minimize the communication cost.
Instead of decomposing a query into a sequence of join 
steps, a reducer program for relations can be used. Reducers 
consist of unary operations and semijoins, which are selected 
on the basis of their cost. Unary operations have no cost 
and can immediately become part of the reducer program. The 
benefit of a semijoin program is that it can be used to
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reduce future transmission since it is used for reducing the 
cardinalities of relations.
The n-way join problem proposed in this section applies 
to the SDD-1 query optimization strategy of Bernstein, et al.
(1981). The SDD-1 is a distributed database system developed 
by the Computer Corporation of America (Rothnie, et al. , 
1980). In the SDD-1 query optimization strategy, reducer 
programs for relations are constructed. When they have been 
applied, all the reduced relations are collected at the same 
site where an n-way join can be executed. However, the model 
and solution procedure proposed by Bernstein, et al . did not 
consider the cost of the final transmission of the result 
from the site selected for processing to the site of origin 
of the query.
The SDD-1 query optimizer therefore only determines how 
to join the files. The objective of this research is to 
answer the broader question, that is not just how to optimize 
the query but also simultaneously determine where to place 
the files. The n-way join problem discussed in this section 
uses the reducer programs for reducing the size of files 
apriori. Then the n-way join problem tries to find the site 
where the query can be executed while simultaneously 
considering the transmission cost from the site selected for 
processing to the site of origin of the query. In addition, 
the n-way join problem allocates the files to the DCS. 
Hence, this integrated strategy attempts to assign files to
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system nodes and determine query processing sites so as to 
minimize the total amount of inter-system communication 
costs. Like (FAJSP) the n-way join problem is also modelled 
as a mixed integer linear program using the following 
notations:
Additional notations
Q : index set of all the queries 
nq : the nth file required by query q. 
pd : reduction factor to the file d.
Cj k : unit communication cost between node j and k
($/megabyte).
Decision Variables
xi g dj k = the proportion of times file type d at node j
is sent to node k in order to satisfy query type
q generated at user node i .
Ziqk = 1, if the query type q generated at node i is 
executed at node k 
= 0, otherwise
Yj13 =1, if a copy of file d is located at node j 
= 0, otherwise
The problem can be stated as:
Minimize
^ ^ ^ ^ q ■ Sd • pd • Cj k • Xi q d j k +
i q de{nq} j k
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E E E F,* • Sq • cki • Ziqk + 
i q k
E E E Uid • Ci j • Y^ + 
i d j
E E s-j • Sd • Yjd  (1 0 )
j d
subject to
E E  Xiqdjk = 1 V iel, qeQ, de{nq} ---------- (1 1 )
j k
Xi q d j k s Yjd V iel, qeQ, de{nq}, jeN, keN---(l2)
Xiqdjk s Ziqk V iel, qeQ, de{nq}, jeN, keN --(13)
E Zi q k = 1 V iel, qeQ -------------- (14)
k
Xi q a j k s 0, Ziqk, Yjd e {0,1}  (15)
In the objective function, the first term represents the 
communication cost incurred in processing query transaction 
on remotely stored files. The second term represents the 
communication cost incurred in sending the result of the 
query to the query site. The third and fourth terms 
represent the update and storage costs, respectively. 
Constraint set (11) describes the requirement that for each 
node i query type q needs to access the file d. Constraint 
set (1 2 ) ensures the existence of the file at node j. 
Constraint set (13) ensures that the set of files required by
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a query should be sent to the site where the join occurs. 
Constraint set (14) describes the condition that the join 
should occur at one common node.
3.5 Joining Two Files (2-Way Join)
In the previous section, the problem of joining multiple 
files was considered. A special case of the problem consists 
of queries that require up to two files. The methodology 
developed for this 2 -way join case is to find the file 
allocation and join site selection simultaneously.
The motivation for considering the 2-way join problem is 
essentially two. One, most queries take on the form of the 
2-way join problem. Second, and more importantly, one useful 
strategy for obtaining a good solution for the general FAJSP 
is by suitably decomposing it into several 2 -way join 
problems.
In the FAJSP, each query that is generated at the user 
node consists of one or more join steps. Each join step of 
the query is associated with one of the three types of 
joining two files: (1 ) two permanent files, (2 ) one permanent 
file and one temporary file, and (3) two temporary files. 
The term Zla in the objective function of the FAJSP shows the 
communication cost of joining two permanent files associated 
with all the steps requiring two permanent files. A possible 
heuristic strategy would be to first exploit the solution 
procedure for the 2 -way join problem to allocate the
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permanent files and the join sites associated with them. 
Then the remaining join sites for the queries can be 
developed so as to minimize the communication costs. Now, a 
mixed integer linear programming model for the 2 -way join 
problem is presented.
Decision Variables
X± qd j k = the proportion of times file type d at node j
is sent to node k in order to satisfy query type 
q generated at user node i .
Yj'3 = 1 , if a copy of file type d is stored at node j 
= 0 , otherwise
Ziqk = 1, if the join of query type q generated at 
node i is executed at node k 
= 0 , otherwise
The problem can be stated as :
Minimize
E E E E E  Fi q • Sd • pd • Cj k • XA q d j k +
i q de{aq} j k
E E E E E  Fi q • Sd • pd • Cj k • XA q d j k +
i q de{/3q} j k
E E E P, q • Sq • ck , • Z; q k + 
i q k
E E E Uid • Ci j • Yjd + 
i d j
E E  Sj • Sd • Y-jd  (16)
j d
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subject to
E E  Xigdjk = 1  V iel, qeQ, de{cvq}  (17)
j k
E E  Xigd3k = 1  V iel, qeQ, de{/3g}  (18)
j k
Xiqd]k s Y/ V iel, qeQ, de{ag}, jeN, keN --(19)
Xiqdjk £ Yjd V iel, qeQ, de{/3q} jeN, keN --(20)
xi q d j k £ Ziqk V iel, qeQ, de{o:q}, jeN, keN --(21)
xiqdjk s Zlqk V iel, qeQ, de{/3q} jeN, keN --(22)
E Zi q k = 1 V iel, qeQ -------------- (23)
k
Xi q d ] k a 0, Ziqk , Yjd e {0, 1} -(24)
In the objective function, the first and second terms 
represent the communication costs incurred in processing 
query transaction on remotely stored files a and /3, 
respectively. The third term represents the communication 
cost incurred in sending the result of the query to the query 
site. The fourth and fifth term represent update and storage 
costs, respectively. Constraint sets (17) and (18) describe 
the requirement that for each node i query type q needs to 
access relation a and /?, respectively. Constraint sets (19) 
and (20) ensure the existence of the relation a and /3 
respectively at node j in order to satisfy join of query type 
q generated from node i. Constraint sets (21) and (22)
ensure that relation a and /3 need to be sent only to the site 
where the join occurs. Constraint set (23) describes the 
condition that the join of query type q generated at node i 
should occur at one common node.
CHAPTER 4
SOLUTION PROCEDURES
In this chapter, the development of a dual ascent 
procedure for the 2 -way and the n-way join problem is 
presented. A dual ascent procedure may be best described as 
a structured approach to solving the dual of a problem, so as 
to ensure a monotonic improvement in the dual value. Unlike 
the popular subgradient optimization procedure, dual ascent 
schemes are not easily generalizable. Rather, they tend to 
be specific in design utilizing the special structure offered 
by particular problem types. While the subgradient procedure 
often takes a long time to converge to a near optimal dual 
solution, the dual ascent procedure is able to obtain a close 
to optimal solution quickly. This is because the dual value 
often regresses in the subgradient optimization procedure 
while it does not in the dual ascent procedure.
A number of highly successful dual ascent schemes have 
been developed in the past, such as, Balakrishnan, Magnanti 
and Wong's (1989) procedure for the uncapacitated network 
design, the dual algorithm of Fisher, Jaikumar and Wassenhove 
(1986), Wong's (1984) dual ascent approach for the Steiner 
tree problem, and Erlenkotter's (1978) procedure for the 
uncapacitated facility location problem. What is common in 
all the above formulations is that they comprise of a set of 
constraints that are totally unimodular, and a set of
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variable upper bound (VUB) constraints. In all the above 
formulations, it was found that their LP relaxations 
frequently yielded natural integer solutions or provided 
bounds close to the optimal. This observation was exploited 
and the dual of the LP relaxation considered. Although the 
LP relaxation can be solved using a simplex type procedure, 
it exhibits a special structure which the dual ascent 
procedure exploits.
Typically a dual ascent procedure begins with a dual- 
feasible solution and repeatedly attempts to increase dual 
variables one at a time in a greedy manner. When all the 
dual variables are prevented from further increase, the 
procedure terminates. The dual solution of course provides 
a lower bound on the optimal solution value. This solution, 
along with the complementary slackness conditions, can be 
used to derive good feasible primal solutions.
The 2-way and the n-way join problems bear striking 
similarities to those problems mentioned earlier on which 
dual ascent type procedures have been successfully applied. 
The formulations of both the 2-way and n-way join problems 
consists of a set of assignment constraints ((17) and (18) 
for the 2 -way join problem, and (1 1 ) for the n-way join 
problem). These constraints by themselves are totally 
unimodular. In addition, both the problem formulations 
consist of a set of VUB constraints. It is therefore
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expected that good lower bounds can be obtained from solving 
their LP relaxations.
4.1 2-Way Join (Homogeneous Query)
First, the 2-way join problem with homogenous query is 
considered. In this case, it is assumed that there are only 
two files in the system. Each user generates different sets 
of queries. However, all the queries require same two files. 
This problem is considered for two reasons. First, there are 
several applications in which there are only two file types 
in the system. Second, and more importantly, the dual ascent 
procedure for this case is easy to conceptualize, develop and 
present. After developing the procedure for this case it is 
generalized for the 2 -way join problem (nonhomogeneous case) 
and the n-way problem.
Before discussing the solution procedure, some 
improvements are made on the model formulation of the 2 -way 
join problem presented in Section 3.5. These are 
improvements in terms of simplifying the model, reducing the 
number of variables, and tightening it so as to obtain better 
lower bounds. First of all, for a query q originating from 
user node i, the least cost site for joining the two files 
located at nodes j and k respectively, is precomputed. This 
is accomplished by computing the communication cost 
associated with each join site and selecting the least cost 
one. The order of computation for each such cost is simply
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0 (n), given n nodes in the system. CXiq jk then denotes the 
cheapest cost of joining two files located at nodes j and k, 
and then sending the result to the user node i that generated 
the query type q. Now, since the least cost join site for 
each query q from user node i for a (j-k) combination is 
predetermined, there is no longer any need for the Z 
variables used in the model presented in Section 3.5.
The following decision variables are used in the improved 
model.
Decision Variables
X± j k : the proportion of times file type 1  at node j and 
file type 2  at node k is used for satisfying the 
query q of user i .
Y1j = 1, if a copy of the file type 1 is stored at node j 
= 0 , otherwise
Y2k = 1, if a copy of the file type 2 is stored at node k 
= 0 , otherwise
Now the formulation can be stated as:
(PI) Minimize
Zp = L E E E CXiqjk • Xi q j k + E CY1j • Yh 
i q j k j
+ E CY\ ■ Y2 k 
k
(25)
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subject to
E E  Xi q j k = 1  V  iel, qeQ ------------------ (26)
j k
E X; , j k s Yj V  iel, qeQ, jeN --------------- (27)
k
E Xi q j k £ Y\ V  iel, qeQ, keN --------------(28)
j
Xi q j k s 0, Y1j, Y\ e {0, 1} ------------------------- (29)
In the formulation above, CY1j and CY\ are the aggregated 
cost of updating and storing the file type 1  and file type 2  
located at nodes j and k, respectively. Observe that 
constraints (27) and (28) have the same purpose as 
constraints (19) and (20) in the model presented in section
3.5. However, it is easy to see that by using constraints of 
the type (27) and (2 8 ), instead of the type (19) and (20), a 
better lower bound is obtained from the LP relaxation.
Consider the following LP dual of (PI):
(Dl) Maximize
Z D = E E Vi q ---------------------------------------------------------- (30)
i q
subject to
E E  W\ q j s CY^ V  jeN  (31)
i q
E E  W 2i q k s CY\ V  keN  (32)
i q
V, q - W L  q j - W 2i q k £ CXi q j k V iel,qeQ, jeN,keN --(33)
q j s 0, W 2i q k s 0 V  iel, qeQ, jeN, keN ------------ (34)
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In the dual formulation above, V± q is associated with the 
primal constraint (26), while the dual variables W1i q 3  and 
W2i q k are associated with constraints (27) and (28) 
respectively. Similarly, constraints (31) and (32)
correspond to the primal variables Y1j and Y2k respectively, 
while constraints (33) correspond to the primal variable 
X± q j k. The dual ascent procedure to be presented now 
essentially solves (Dl) approximately.
4.1.1 The Dual Ascent Procedure
It is worth observing from (30) that the dual value can 
be increased by increasing each variable V± q. Each variable 
Vi q in turn can be increased by increasing the variables 
Wh q j and W2i q k. Let S1j and S2k be the slack variables 
associated with each constraint in (31) and (32) 
respectively. They represent the maximum amount Wh q j and 
W 2 1 g k can be increased for the dual solution to remain 
feasible.
Starting with a dual feasible solution {Vi q}, the dual 
ascent scheme attempts to increase each q sequentially 
using the following two steps. One step is the dual ascent 
step wherein for a given i and q, all the slack variables S1j 
and S2k are used to increase the corresponding dual variables 
Wh q j and W 2 1 q k respectively. Then the new value of q is 
obtained as :
v, q = Minj6N,k6N {CX, g 3 k + wh q j + W2, q k}  (35)
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It is now apparent from the manner in which Vi is determined 
that all increases in W\ q j and W2A q k do not equally 
contribute towards the increasing of Viq. This suggests that 
some the WV q ^ and W2i q k variables can be decreased without 
decreasing Viq. In the next step therefore, the slacks SV 
and S2k are attempted to be increased by decreasing the 
W1i q j and W2i q k variables in a manner that q is not 
decreased. The increasing of the slack variables provides 
opportunities for the increasing of the next VA variable.
These two steps are performed for all V± q variables. When 
all the dual variables q are increased, the dual ascent 
scheme stops with a feasible solution {vt q} and an objective 
function value ZD+. The dual ascent procedure is now formally 
presented.
STEP 0 [Initialization]
0.1. Set S1j «- CY1j and S2k «- CY2k for all j and k.
Set W\ q j «- 0, W2a q k «- 0 Vi q «- 0 for all i, q, j , and k.
For each i and q, do the following steps:
STEP 1 [Dual Ascent]
1.1. set Wli q j W\ q j + SV and W\ q k W2i q k + S\ 
for all j and k.
1.2. Set S1j «- 0 and S2k «- 0 for all j and k.
1.3. Set Viq<- Min]£N,keN {CXi q s k + W1, q j + W^ q k}
STEP 2 [Increase slack S1^
For each j, do the following:
2.1. Set C* «- MinkeN {CXt q j k + W\ q ^ qk} .
2.2. Set Al *- C* - Vi q
2.3. Set A <- Min {Al, W \ q ^
2.4. if A ) 0, then set W1* q j «- W1^  - A, S1j <- S1., + A,
and set CX± q ^ k + W\ q + W2A q k CXA q j k + W\ q j +
W2i q k - A for all k .
STEP 3 [Increase slack S2k]
For each k, do the following:
3.1. Set C* <- MinjeN {CXA q j k + W\ g j + W\ q k} .
3.2. Set Al C* - Vi q
3.3. Set A «- Min {Al, q k}
3.4. if A ) 0, then set q k ^  VI2± q k - A, S2k «- S2k + A ,
and set CX, q ^ k + Vl\ q ^ + W\ q k «- CX, q j k + W\ q 3 +
W2, q k - A for all j .
It is worth noting that the manner in which Al is 
computed in steps 2 .2 and 3 .2 ensures that W\ q j and W2A q k can 
be decreased without decreasing Viq.
4.1.2 The Primal Procedure
Given a feasible dual solution {vt q}, a feasible primal 
solution is obtained using complementary slackness 
relationships. The complementary slackness conditions that 
the optimal primal-dual pair has to satisfy are:
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Y1, • S1, = 0 V j6 N (36)
Y\ • S2k = 0 V keN (37)
w1, ^  • ( YV - E Xiqjk ) = 0 v iel, qeQ, jeN  (39)
k
0 V iel, qeQ, keN ---- (40)
Let J+ and K+ denote the set of all those locations j and 
k, for which Y1j = 1 and Y2k = 1 in the feasible solution 
respectively. The set J+ and K+ are restricted to those 
locations whose corresponding slacks S1j = 0 and S2k = 0
respectively, thereby satisfying conditions (36) and (37) . 
Further, J+ and K+ are determined such that for some keK+ and
and k*(iq) denote those locations of the file type 1  and file 
type 2  respectively which are used to satisfy all
requirements of query q from user location i. Therefore, for 
each j and k, only that Xi q j k is set to 1 , whose
Due to the manner in which q is computed in (35) , it is 
easy to see that this requirement ensures that condition (38) 
is satisfied. The only complementary slackness conditions 
that J+ and K+ can violate are (39) and (40). Hence, J+ and 
K+ are constructed such that the amount of violations in (39) 
and (40) are kept minimal.
jeJ+ respectively, V, q = CX, q j k + W\ q i q k. Let j*(iq)
corresponding cost CX i q j (iq) k (iq) Min {CXi q j k| jej+, keK+} .
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Let Zp+ be the primal objective function value of the 
feasible solution described above. The motivation for trying 
to minimize the amount of complementary slackness violations 
while trying to construct a feasible solution is because it 
can be shown that the difference between Zp+ and ZD+ is equal 
to the amount of such violations. This is stated as a lemma 
below.
LEMMA. Zp+ - ZD+ = E E E WL g . . ( Yj - E q s k )
i q je{j+} k
+ E E E W2i q k • ( Y2k - E Xi q j k )
i q ke{K+} j
Proof.
Observe that the first term on the right-hand-side of the 
relationship stated above represents the amount of 
complementary slackness violation of the type (39). 
Similarly, the second term represents the amount of 
complementary slackness violation of the type (40).
Since Y1j - E X* q j k = 1  when j * j*(iq) and 
k
Y2k - E Xi q j k = 1  when k * k*(iq), therefore
j
E E E w \ qj • ( Y i  -  E Xi g j k  )
i q k
+ E E E W2i q k • ( Y2k - E Xi g j k )
i q ke{K+} j
= E E E w\ q 3 + E E E W2, q k
i q je{ J+\j* (iq) } i q ke{K+\k* (iq) }
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Now, ZD+ = ZD+ + E + E S\
j e { J+ } ke{K+}
because for all je{j+} and ke{K+}, S1j = 0 and S2k = 0
respectively.
Therefore, from the definition of S1j and S2k,
ZD+ = ZD+ + E CY^ - E E E W 1; q j + E CY2k - E E E W2* k 
je{j+} i q j e {J+} ke { K+} i q ke{K+}
Substituting for ZD+ and rearranging we get,
ZD+ = E E V+iq +E CY1j +E CY2k - (E E E W\ q i +E E E W2* q k) 
i q j e {J+} ke{K+} i q je{J+} i q ke{K+}
ZD+ = E EV+iq +ECY1, +ECY2k - (E EwXi q j*{i<3) +E E Ew\ ^
i q j{J+} ke{K+} i q i q je{ J+\j* (iq) }
+ E E W2i q k*(iq) + E E E W2i q k) 
i q i q ke{K+\k* (iq) }
Since J+ and K+ are determined such that for some jeJ+ and
keK+, Vi q = CXiqjk + W \ qj + W2iqk,
ZD+ = E EV+i q +ECY1j +ECY2k -E EV+iq +E ECX, g jt(iq) k*(iq) 
i q je{j+} ke {K +} i q  i q
- E E E W1i q j - E E E W2i g k
i q je{J+\j* (iq) } i q ke{K+\k* (iq) }
Since Zp+ is defined as E E CX± q j*(iq) k*(iq) + E CY1j + E CY2k,
i q j k
ZD+ = Zp+ - E E E W'j q j - E E E W2i q k
i q je{ J+\j* (iq) }i q ke{K+\k* (iq) }
Therefore, Zp+ - ZD+ = E E E W1i q j + E E E W2* q k
i q je{ J+\j* (iq) } i q ke{K+\k* (iq) }
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E E
E * •
( Y 1j - E Xi q j k )
i q je {j+} k
+ E E E w2^ , iqk ( Y2k - E X iq]k )
i q ke{K+} j
Q.E.D
The amount of violations of the complementary slackness 
conditions (39) and (40) are tried to be kept as small as 
possible by constructing J+ and K+ as follows. Let J* denote 
the set of all candidate locations of file type 1  that 
satisfy (36) . Similarly, let K* denote the set of all 
candidate locations of file type 2 that satisfy (37) . First, 
all essential copies of file type 1 and 2 are added to J+ and 
K+ from J’ and K* respectively. A copy of file type 1 kept at 
location j is an essential copy if jeJ‘, and for some query 
q of user i it is the only location in J* such that CX1 q j k 
+ Wk q j + W2i q k - Vi q = 0. A copy of file type 2 at location 
k can similarly be designated an essential copy if for some 
i and q it is the only location in K* such that CX± q j k 
+ Wk q j + W2i q k - Vi q = 0. It is easy to see that for (38) to 
be satisfied these essential copies have to be maintained. 
Having placed the essential copies, the query requirements of 
as many queries q from location i are tried to be satisfied 
such that (38) is maintained. For those i-q combinations for 
which the query requirements cannot be met by existing file 
copies while satisfying (38), additional copies are 
judiciously added to J+ and K+ from J* and K* such that
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violations of (39) and (40) are kept minimal. The primal 
procedure is presented formally below:
STEP 0 [Initialization]
0.1. For each i and q, let JV q = {jeJ*|CXiqjk - V± q + W\ q ^ 
+ w2i q k = 0  for some k} and let K*i q = {keK*|CXi q j k -
Vi q + w\ q j + W2i q k = 0  for some j } .
0.2. Set J+ «- {} and K+ «- {} .
STEP 1 [Essential Copies]
For each i and q, do the following:
1.1. If |J*iq| = l, then set J+ ^ J+ u {jeJ*i q }
1.2. If | K*i q | = 1, then set K+ <- K+ u {k€K*i q }
STEP 2 [Minimum Cost Node]
For each i and q, do the following:
2.1. [Both jeJ+ and keK+ satisfy condition (37)]
If there exists a jeJ+ and keK+, such that
CXi q 3 k - Vi q + w\ q j + w 2i q k = 0, then determine 
CXiqj.k. = Min { CXiq:k | jej+, keK\
CXi q j k - V, q + W\ q j + W\  q k = 0 } .
Set Xi q - k* *- 1 , j*(iq) j*, k*(iq) «- k\ and return.
2.2. [Either jej+ or keK+ satisfies condition (37)]
2.2.1. [Only jeJ+ satisfies condition (37)]
If there exists a j e J+, such that CXA q j k - Vi q +
W 1i q j + W2i q k = 0, but no k e K+ such that CX± q j k - 
vi q + w\ q j + W2i q k = 0 , then determine 
CXi q jx* kl* = CXminl = Min { CXi q j k |
j e J+, k e K‘, CXi q j k - Vi q + w1i q j + w2x q k = 0 }.
2.2.2. [Only k€K+ satisfies condition (37)]
Determine CX± q j2* k2* = CXmin2 = Min { CX± q j k + CY1j |
jej*, keK\ CX, q j k - Vi q + W\ q j + W2t q k = 0 } .
2.2.3. [Comparison of 2.2.1 and 2.2.2]
If CXminl < CXmin2, then K+ = K+ u kl*,
set Xi q j,* kl* 1 , j*(iq) jl*, k*<iq, <- kl*, and return
else J+ = J+ u j2*, set XA q j2. k2* «- 1, j*(iq) «- j2*,
k*(iq) «- k 2 ‘, and return.
2.3. [No jeJ+ and keK+ satisfy condition (37)]
Determine CXi q j’ k* = Min{ CX± q ^ k |
jeJ*, keK*, ex, q j k - Vi q + w\ q j + W2i qk = 0 }.
Set J+ = J+ u j*, K+ = K+ u k*, Xiqj*k* 1, j*(iq) *- j*,
k*(iq) k*, and return.
In step 1 the essential copies are placed in J+ and K+. 
When the query requirements cannot be met by the existing 
file copies, additional copies are added to J+ and K+ from J* 
and K* while satisfying complementary slackness condition 
(38). Observe that in steps 2.2 and 2.3, new locations j* 
and k* are obtained such that the cost of accessing them is 
minimal among all locations not in J+ and K+, respectively. 
Interestingly, this ensures that the largest increase in the 
violations of (39) and (40) is prevented. However, it may 
not result in the smallest increment overall. In that sense 
this procedure is a heuristic.
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4.1.3 The Dual Adjustment Procedure
The dual ascent procedure yields a candidate dual 
solution, and a candidate integer primal solution is obtained 
from the primal procedure. If these solutions satisfy all 
the complementary slackness conditions, the solutions 
obtained are optimal. If not, the dual solution is tried to 
be improved through a dual adjustment procedure.
In order to further increase the dual value ZD+, those 
variables W1i q j and W2± q k that are associated with 
complementary slackness violations are perturbed. Observe 
that a violation of type (39) and (40) occurs when W \ q : > 0 
and W2i qk > 0 for more than one jeJ+ and keK+ respectively. 
Thus, when such W \ q j and W2iqk variables are reduced, then 
even though V± q is reduced the value of two or more slack 
variables SL and S2k, such that jeJ+ and keK+, are increased 
respectively. Let Js and Ks denote the set of all those 
locations j and k, for which the value of slack variables S1., 
and S2k have been increased, respectively. These increased 
slacks provide opportunities for further increasing the dual. 
Having made the adjustment, the dual ascent procedure is 
applied again. Each time a new dual solution is obtained, 
the primal solution is modified accordingly.
Let IQ+ denote the set of i-q combinations. The dual 
adjustment procedure is presented formally as follow:
STEP 0 [Initialization]
0.1. Set i «- 1 and q 1.
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0.2. Set Js ^ {} , and Ks *- {}, and IQ+ ^ {} .
STEP 1 [Detection of Complementary Slackness Violations]
1 .1 . If there exists a j ' e{ J+\j*(iq)} such that W\ q ^  > o, 
then go to step 2 .
1.2. If there exists a k' e {K+\k*(iq)} such that Vi2i q k, > 0, 
then go to step 3.
1.3. If no complementary slackness violation detected go 
to step 4.
STEP 2 [Dual Adjustment on j' ]
2.1. Set S Y  - S Y  Viq <- Vig - W Y ^ ,
ZD - ZD ' qj,, W\ q «- 0, and Js «- J 3 u j ' .
2.2. For each j * j', do the following:
Set C* MinkeN {CXi q j k + W1, q 3 + W2, g k} .
Set A - Min {C* - ^  q, W\ q Y
If A > 0, then set W\ q j ^ W\ q j - a, Sj1 ^ Sj1 + A,
J 3 «- J 3 u j , and set CXi q j k + W\ q j + W\ q k «-
CXi q 3 k + wh q j + W2i q k - A for all k.
2.3. For each k, do the following:
Set C* <- MinjeN {CXi q j k + W\ q j + W2t q k} .
Set A <- Min {C* - VA q, W2t q k}
If A > 0, then set Vl2± q k «- W2i q k - A, Sk 2 «- Sk 2 + A,
K3 «- K° u k, and set CXi q j k + q j + w\ q k *-
CXi q j k + W\ q j + w2i q k - A for all j .
2.4. For each i' * i or q' * q, if J Y  q, c J 3 or K Y  g,
c K3, then set IQ+ <- IQ+ u { (i' , q') }
2.5. Perform a dual ascent procedure over IQ+.
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2.6. Set IQ+ <- IQ+ u {(i,q)} and repeat the dual ascent 
procedure over IQ+.
2.7. Set IQ+ «- IQ and repeat the dual ascent procedure 
over IQ+.
2.8. Go to STEP 4.
STEP 3 [Dual Adjustment on k' ]
3.1. Set S2k, «- S2k, + W2i q k,, V± q «- Vi q - W2i q k, ,
ZD ZD - W2iqk,, W2iqk, <- 0, and Ks «- Ks U k.
3.2. For each k * k', do the following:
Set C* Minj6N {CXi g j k + W\ q 3 + W\ q k} .
Set A <- Min {C* - Vi q, W2i q k}
If A > 0, then set W2i q k ^ q k - A, Sk 2 Sk 2 + A,
Ks «- Ks u k, and set CXi q j k + wli g j + g k CXi q 3 k
+ W\ q j + W2i g k - A for all j .
3.3. For each j, do the following:
Set C* «- MinkeN {CXi q j k + W\ q 3 + Vl\ q k} .
Set A <- Min {C* - Vi q, W\ q 3 }
If A > 0, then set W\ q 3 *- W\ q 3 - A, S3 «- S3 + A, 
Js ^ J 8 u j, and set CXA q j k + q i + q k <- CX± q 3 k 
+ W\ q 3 + W2i q k - A for all k.
3.4. For each i' * i or q' * q, if K*±, q, c Ks or J*i, q, c Js,
then set IQ+ <- IQ+ u {(i', q' ) }
3.5. Perform a dual ascent procedure over IQ+.
3.6. Set IQ+ «- IQ+ u { (i, q) } and repeat the dual ascent
procedure over IQ+.
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3.7. Set IQ+ «- IQ and repeat the dual ascent procedure over 
IQ+ •
3.8. Go to STEP 4.
STEP 4 [Iteration]
4.1. Set q «- q + 1. If q > |Q|, then go to STEP 5, else 
go to STEP 1.
STEP 5 [Termination]
5.1. Set i «- i + 1 and q «- 1. If i > |l| and the dual
value ZD has improved, then set i «- 1 and go to STEP 
1 .
5.2. If i s | 11 and q s | Q | , then set Js «- {} , Ks «- {},
IQ+ «- {} / and go to STEP 1 .
5.3. If i > |I|, then return.
At node j' where complementary slackness violation is 
detected, the corresponding slack S1j is increased by 
decreasing q value in Step 2.1. Then, at other j besides 
j', slack can be created without decreasing Viq value. This
is accomplished in Step 2.2. Simultaneously, at various k, 
the slack S2k associated with the previous case can be 
increased without decreasing V± q in Step 2.3. Now, in Step
2.4 and 2.5, the dual ascent procedure is executed, but only
includes those j and k where the slack is created. Finally,
the dual ascent procedure is repeated including all the
locations j and k. Each unit of decrease for V 1 q in the 
final solution is matched by a unit increase at least one
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other dual variable, and the value of the dual objective 
therefore cannot be decreased by this procedure. The dual 
ascent procedure that is executed in the Step 2.7 is to 
ensure termination with a valid solution {v+i q} . Similarly, 
the dual adjustment on k' is performed in Step 3. If the 
dual adjustment procedure increases the value of the dual 
objective, repetition may give further improvement in the 
Step 5.1.
4.1.4 Drop Procedure
If after the dual adjustment procedure, a gap exists 
between the incumbent primal solution and the dual solution, 
then the incumbent primal solution is tried to be improved by 
applying a drop-type heuristic. Just as in the dual 
adjustment procedure, the drop procedure is guided by the 
complementary slackness conditions. Since the dual value 
remains unchanged over the application of the drop procedure, 
the primal value is tried to be improved by decreasing the 
amount of complementary slackness violations.
In the drop procedure, if the complementary slackness 
condition (38) or (39) is violated, then it can be removed by 
setting Y1j = 0 or Y2k = 0 respectively. That means dropping 
file 1 or file 2 from location j or k respectively. However 
it is ensured that the file is dropped only if at least one 
copy exists at other locations.
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The heuristic procedure starts with the feasible solution 
{j+, K+} obtained after the application of the dual adjustment 
procedure. A location j or k is selected such that 
complementary slackness condition (39) or (40) is violated 
respectively. Without actually changing the primal solution, 
a decrease in the cost C Y ^  (CY2k) that results from setting 
Yh = 0  (Y2k = 0 ) and the total amount of changes in the costs 
CXi jk for all i and q are compared. If the decrease of the 
cost C Y Xj (CY2k) is greater than the total amount of increase 
in the costs CXi q  ^k, then file type 1  (file type 2 ) can be 
dropped. The procedure stops after all the locations have 
been considered. It is worth noting that upon dropping a 
copy of file type 1 , while the amount of violations of
complementary slackness condition (39) is reduced, violation 
of condition (38) is introduced. The same is true with 
regard to dropping a copy of file type 2. Hence the drop 
procedure continues to drop as long as there is a net 
decrease in the amount of violations.
Let N 1 and N 2 denote the number of the copies of file type 
1  and 2 respectively. The temporary variables jt(iq) and
kMiq) denote that given i and q the file type 1  and file
type 2  are accessed only from locations j6 and kfc
respectively. The drop procedure is formally described below: 
STEP 0 [Initialization]
0.1. Set jt(iq) «-j*(iq) and kfc(iq) <-k*(iq) for all i and q. 
0.2. Set i «- 1, and q «- 1.
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STEP 1 [Detection of Complementary Slackness Violations]
1.1. If there exists a j' e {j+\jt(iq)} such that W t qy > 0
and N 1 > 1, then go to step 2.
1.2. If there exists a k' e {K+\kt(iq)} such that Wt q k, > 0
and N 2 > 1, then go to step 3.
1.3. If no complementary slackness violation is detected go
to step 4.
STEP 2 [Drop file type 1 located at j']
2.1. For each i and q, determine CX± q jt kt = Min {CXiqjk|
jeJ+, j * j \  keK+}, and set A± q <- CX, q jt kt - CXiqj. k*.
2.2. Let Asum be the sum of A± q for all i and q.
Set A «- CYt, - Asum.
If A > 0, then set J+ J+ - {j'}( N 1 *- N 1 - 1, 
and jt(iq) «- jfc.
2.3. Go to STEP 1.
STEP 3 [Drop file type 2 located at k']
3.1. For each i and q, determine CX 1 q jt kt = Min {CXiqjk|
jej+, keK+, k  ^ k'}, and set Aa q «- CXA q jt kt - CXiqj*k*.
3.2. Let Asum be the sum of A± q for all i and q.
Set A «- CY2k, - Asum.
If A > 0, then set K+ ^ K+ - {k' }, N 2 «- N 2 - 1,
and kt q ^ k".
3.3. Go to STEP 1.
STEP 4 [Iteration]
4.1. Set q « - q  + l. If q > |Q|, then go to STEP 5, else 
go to STEP 1.
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STEP 5 [Termination]
5.1. Set i«-i + l and q «- 1. If i s  |l|, then go to STEP 1, 
else return
In step 2.2 and 3.2, A is used for the comparison of 
potential decrease in update and storage costs and potential 
increase in query communication costs.
4.2 2-Way Join (Nonhomogeneous Query)
In the previous section, it was assumed that there are
only two files in the distributed database system and each 
query requires the same two files. In the case of non­
homogeneous query, each user generates different set of 
queries requiring different set of files, and each query 
requires up to two files.
As was done for the homogeneous case of the 2-way join
problem in section 4.1, the least cost join site for each
query q from a user location i is precomputed for the 
nonhomogeneous case too. Also a tight formulation along the 
lines similar to (PI) is constructed for the 2-way join 
problem with nonhomogeneous query. Let the two files 
required by the query type q generated at node i be iqj and 
iq2, which are located at nodes jl and j2 respectively. The 
cost coefficient CX± q ^ j 2 is the cost of joining the two 
files located at jl and j2  and sending the result to the 
query site. When a certain query requires only one file, the
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cost coefficient CX± g jx j 2 will be same irrespective of the 
location of the second file. CYdj is the aggregated cost of 
updating and storing a file d located at node j . Let D 
denote the index set of all the file types. The decision 
variables used and the resulting mixed integer programming 
formulation are now introduced.
Decision Variables
Xi q ji j2 : the proportion of times the first file at node jl
and the second file at node j2  is used for
satisfying the query q of user i.
Ydj = 1 , if a copy of file d is stored at node j
= 0 , otherwise 
(P2) Minimize
E E E E CX, q j, j2 • X, q j2 j2 + E E CYdj Ydj ---------(41)
i q jl j2 d j
subject to
E E X, q 31 D2 = 1 V iel, qeQ ------------------------- (42)
jl j2
E xiqjlj2 s Ydj V iel, qeQ, j=jieN, d=iqi ------------(43)
j2
E Xi q jx j2 S Ydj V iel, qeQ, j=j2eN, d=iq2 ------------(44)
jl
Xi q ji j2 a 0, Ydj e {0,1} (45)
The dual form of LP relaxation of the above formulation
is:
(D2) Maximize
E E  V, q ------------------------------------------------ (46)
i q
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subject to
E E  WdA q j s CYdj V deD, j eN
i q
(47)
j 2 V iel, qeQ, jleN, j2eN --(48)
Wiqi
i q ji' W iq2 ■ a 0** i q j2 ^  u (49)
In the dual formulation, q is associated with the 
primal constraint (42), while the dual variables Wiqli q j:L and 
Wiq2i q j 2 are associated with constraints (43) and (44) 
respectively. Similarly, constraints (47) correspond to the 
primal variables Ydj, while constraints (48) correspond to the 
primal variable Xt q jx j2.
4.2.1 The Dual Ascent Procedure
It is easy to see that since (D2) is almost identical to 
(Dl), a dual ascent procedure can be devised for (D2) that is 
very similar to that developed for (Dl) in section 4.1.1. 
Here also the dual value can be increased by increasing each 
dual variable Viq. In (D2) , each Vi q is associated with two 
dual variables Wiqli q and Wiq2i q j2. Again, q can be 
increased by increasing Wiqli q n and Wiq2i q j2. The maximum 
value each q  ^ variable can take is constrained by the 
corresponding CYdj value.
The dual ascent procedure that solves (D2) also consists 
of two basic steps which is repeated for each q variable. 
In increase a variable q, the variables Wiqh q ^ are first
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increased by the corresponding slack amounts Siqljl( and the 
variables Wiq2i j 2 are increased by the slack amount Siq2j2. 
This is done for all jl and j2. Then Viq is reset as:
the dual ascent step. Having reset Vi q, each slack value 
Siql;jj and Si q 2 j 2 is tried to be increased without decreasing 
Vi q. This is called the increase slack step. After this 
step the next Vig is chosen and the two steps repeated. The 
dual ascent procedure stops after all the variables VA q have 
been considered. A formal statement of the dual ascent 
procedure is provided in Appendix A.
4.2.2 The Primal Procedure
Given a dual feasible solution {vt , Wd+i j} obtained 
from the dual ascent procedure, a feasible solution to (P2) 
is obtained using complementary slackness relationships. 
These relationships are used in the same manner as was used 
to obtain a feasible solution to (PI) . The complementary 
slackness conditions that the optimal primal-dual pair has to 
satisfy are:
Ydj • sdj = 0 V deD, jeN ----------------------------(50)
q Minj 1£Ni j2£N + Vliql± q ^  + Wiq2i g j2} . This is called
i q jl j2 • (CXii q jl j2
V iel, qeQ, jieN, j2eN (51)
0 V iel,qeQ,j =jleN,d=iql --(52)
0 V iel,qeQ,j =j2eN,d=iq2 --(53)
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Let L+d denote the set of all those locations of file type 
d for which Ydj = 1 in the feasible solution. The set L+d is 
restricted to those locations whose corresponding slacks Sdj 
= 0, thereby satisfying conditions (50) . Further, L+d is 
determined such that condition (51) is satisfied. For 
example, L+iql is such that, V± q = CXi q j 2 j 2 + Wiqli q ^  q j 2
for some j2. Similarly, L+ i q 2 is such that, Vi q = CXi q ^  j 2 + 
Wiqli q jl + Wiq2i q j 2 for some jl. For each jl and j2, only that 
Xi q j j 2 is set to 1 , whose corresponding cost
CXi q ji* d2* = Min {CXi q ji j 2 1 j 1 e L+iql, j2 e L+iq2} . This
requirement ensures that condition (51) is satisfied. Also 
L+d is constructed that the amount of violations in (52) and 
(53) are kept minimal.
The primal procedure is presented formally in Appendix B.
4.2.3 The Dual Adjustment and Drop Procedure
A candidate dual solution and an integer primal solution 
are obtained through the dual ascent procedure and the primal 
procedure. If these solutions satisfy all the complementary 
slackness conditions, the solutions are optimal. If not, the 
dual solution is tried to be improved through a dual 
adjustment procedure.
In order to further increase the dual value ZD+, those 
variables Wiqli q n and Wiq2i q j 2 that are associated with 
complementary slackness violations are perturbed. Observe 
that a violation of type (52) and (53) occurs when Wiql q jl>0
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and Wiq2i q j 2 > 0 for more than one jleL+iql and j2eL+ i q 2
respectively. Thus, when such Wiqli q j:l and Wiq2i q j 2 variables 
are reduced, then even though Vi q is reduced the value of two 
or more slack variables Si q l j:1 and Siq2j2, such that jieL+iql and 
j2eL+iq2, are increased respectively. Let Jls and J2a denote 
the set of all those locations jl and j2 , for which the value 
of slack variables Siqljl and Si q 2 j 2 have been increased, 
respectively. These increased slacks provide opportunities 
for further increasing the dual. Having made the adjustment, 
the dual ascent procedure is applied again. Each time a new 
dual solution is obtained, the primal solution is modified 
accordingly. The dual adjustment procedure is presented 
formally in Appendix C.
The main idea behind the drop procedure that was 
developed in the section 4.1.4 for (PI) can be directly used 
for (P2) . Instead of using file 1 and 2 for all type of 
queries, the first file and the second file of query type q 
generated at user node i are used. In the drop procedure, if 
the complementary slackness condition (52) or (53) is 
violated, then it can be removed by setting Yi q l j:1 = 0 or Y i q 2 j 2  
= 0 respectively. That is, the first file or the second file 
from location jl or j2 are dropped, respectively. However it 
is ensured that the file is dropped only if at least one copy 
exists at other locations.
The heuristic procedure starts with the feasible solution 
{L+d} obtained after executing the dual adjustment procedure.
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A location jl or j2 is selected such that complementary 
slackness condition (52) or (53) is violated respectively. 
Without actually changing the primal solution, a decrease in 
the cost CYdj that results from setting Ydj = 0, and the total 
amount of changes in the costs CXi q ^ j 2 for all i and q are 
compared. If the decrease of the cost CY^ is greater than 
the total amount of increase in the cost CXi q ji j2, then the 
file d can be dropped. The procedure stops after all the 
locations have been considered.
4.3 Joining Multiple Files (N-Way Join)
Now, the n-way join problem is considered. As described 
in section 3.4, in the n-way join problem each query may 
require joining upto n different file types where n s 2 . 
Hence, it is easy to see that the n-way join problem is a 
straightforward generalization of the 2 -way join problem with 
non-homogeneous queries. For illustration purposes, a mixed 
integer formulation of the n-way join problem where n = 4 is 
provided below. Here, since each query may require joining 
up to four files, the corresponding locations jl, j2, j3, and 
j4 have to be considered. The decision variables used and 
the resulting formulation is now presented.
Decision Variables
xi q jij2 j3 j4 : the proportion of times the four files at
nodes jl, j 2 , j3, and j4 is used for satisfying 
the query q of user i .
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Ydj = 1 , if a copy of file d is stored at node j 
= 0 , otherwise
(P3) Minimize
E E E E E E CXi q jX j2 j3 j4 • Xi q ji j2 j3 j4 +
i q jl j2 j 3 j 4
E E CYdj • Ydj  (54)
d j
subject to
E E E E Xiqjij2 j3 j 4  =-------- 1  V iel, q e Q ------ (55)
jl j 2 j 3 j 4
E E E Xi g ji ] 2 j 3 ] 4 s Ydj V iel, qeQ, j =j leN, d=iqx --(56)
j 2 j 3 j 4
E E E Xi q ji j 2 j 3 j 4 s Ydj V iel, qeQ, j =j 2eN, d=iq 2 --(57)
jl j3 j4
E E E X 1 q jij2 j 3 ] 4  s Ydj V iel, qeQ, j = j 3eN, d=iq 3 --(58)
jl j 2 j 4
E E E Xiqjij2 j3 j 4  s Ydj V iel, qeQ, j = j 3eN, d=iq 4 --(59)
jl j 2 j 3
Xx q ji 3 2 j 3 j 4 s 0 , Ydj e {0 ,1 }  (60)
A point to note about the n-way join problem is that the 
number of variables, and hence its complexity increases 
exponentially with n. For instance, consider a problem where 
the number of nodes is 5, the number of queries from each 
location is 1 0 , the number of files is 1 0 , and the number of 
files that need to be joined for each query is 3, i.e., n = 
3. For this problem, the number of X variables is 6,250 and 
the number of Y variables is 50. Now consider exactly the
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same problem except that each query now requires joining of 
four files, i.e., n = 4. To model this problem the number of 
X variables required increases to 31,250 and the number of Y 
variables required is 50.
The dual form of LP relaxation of the above formulation
is:
(D3) Maximize
E E  Vi q ------------------------------------------------- (61)
i q
subject to
E E  Wdi q j s CYdj V deD, jeN -------------------(62)
i q
v. - w iql. - w iq2. - w iq3. - wiq4. < ex. . .l q '' l q ]1 " l q J2 '' l q ] 3 "  1 q ]4 =“ ‘*■1 q ] 1 ]2 ]3 ] 4
V iei, qeQ, jieN, j2eN, j3eN, j4eN ---- (63)
W iql W iq2 W iq3 W iq4- & 0  (64)1 q 311 1 q j2» n  l q ]3 < vv i q j4 ^  u \ D  ^  /
In the dual formulation, V± q is associated with the 
primal constraint (55) , while the dual variables Wiqli g jl( 
Wiq2i q j2, Wiq3igj3, and Wiq4i q j 4 are associated with constraints 
(56), (57), (58), and (59) respectively. Similarly,
constraints (62) correspond to the primal variables Ydj, while 
constraints (63) correspond to the primal variable
q jl j2 j3 j4 •
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4.3,. 1 The Dual Ascent and Primal Procedure
The dual ascent procedure developed for (D3) is a 
straightforward extension of the procedure for (D2) . In (D3) 
also, each Viq variable is increased by executing two steps. 
The first step is the dual ascent step, while the second step 
is the increase slack step. In the dual ascent step all the 
available slack is used to increase the four variables, Wiqlj
Then, all the slacks are tried to be increased without 
decreasing q.
Given {vv q}, a feasible primal solution is obtained 
using the following complementary slackness relationships.
i q j4 • Then, the variable q is
reset as:
{CXi q jl j2 j 3 j 4 + wiqli q jl
Ydj • Sdj = 0 V deD, jeN (65)
--(67)
Wiq2i q ji ‘ (Y^ - E E E X iqjlj2j3j4) = 0
jl j 3 j 4
V iel,qeQ,j=j2eN,d=iq2 -- (6 8 )
--(69)
0
V iel,qeQ,j=j4eN,d=iq4 -- (70)
Let L+d denote the set of all those locations of file type 
d for which Ydj = 1 in the feasible solution. Here again, 
L+d and Xj, q ji j 2 j 3 j 4 is constructed such that conditions (65) 
and (6 6 ) are satisfied. Also in a manner similar to the 
primal procedure developed for (P2), L+d is constructed such 
that the number of violations in (67), (6 8 ), (69), and (70)
are kept minimal.
After obtaining a primal solution, the dual adjustment 
and drop procedure is executed. The dual adjustment for (D3) 
is again a straightforward extension of the dual adjustment 
procedure developed for (D2). The same is the case with the 
drop procedure.
CHAPTER 5
COMPUTATIONAL EXPERIENCE
In this chapter, the results of a set of computational 
experiments conducted for the 2 -way homogeneous, 2 -way 
nonhomogeneous, and 4-way nonhomogeneous problems are 
presented. The purpose of these computational experiments 
are to test the effectiveness of the dual-based algorithms 
described in Chapter 4 on a wide variety of large scale 
problems. The effectiveness of these algorithms implemented 
are measured in terms of their ability to obtain near optimal 
solutions consistently and their ability to solve the 
problems quickly.
The dual-based algorithms described in the previous 
chapter were implemented in FORTRAN. The computational 
testing was performed on a variety of medium to large size 
test problems whose characteristics are presented in Tables 
1, 2, and 3. The number of locations considered range from 
10 to 30, while the number of file types vary from 10 to 50. 
The number of queries in the system considered were 100 and 
1000 .
While constructing the test problems it is assumed that 
every user location is a potential file location. Further, 
it is assumed that a user can- access every potential file 
location, even if the network is not fully connected. This 
results in a large number of continuous variables as shown in
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Table. 1. Dimension of Test Problems 
(2-Way, Homogeneous Query)
Problem
Number
Number
of
Nodes
Number
of
Queries
Number of
Integer
Variables
Number of
Continuous
Variables
Number
of
Constraints
1 1 0 1 0 0 2 0 1 0 0 0 0 2 1 0 0
2 1 0 1 0 0 0 2 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 2 1 0 0 0
3 2 0 1 0 0 40 40000 4100
4 2 0 1 0 0 0 40 400000 41000
5 30 1 0 0 60 90000 6100
6 30 1 0 0 0 60 900000 61000
Table. 2. Dimension of Test Problems
(2-Way, Non-Homogeneous Query)
Prob­
lem
Num­
ber
Num­
ber
of
Nodes
Num­
ber
of
Files
Number
of
Queries
Number of
Integer
Variables
Number of
Continuous
Variables
Number
of
Con­
straints
7 1 0 1 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 2 1 0 0
8 1 0 1 0 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 2 1 0 0 0
9 1 0 2 0 1 0 0 2 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 2 1 0 0
1 0 1 0 2 0 1 0 0 0 2 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 2 1 0 0 0
1 1 1 0 30 1 0 0 300 1 0 0 0 0 2 1 0 0
1 2 1 0 30 1 0 0 0 300 1 0 0 0 0 0 2 1 0 0 0
13 1 0 40 1 0 0 400 1 0 0 0 0 2 1 0 0
14 1 0 40 1 0 0 0 400 1 0 0 0 0 0 2 1 0 0 0
15 1 0 50 1 0 0 500 1 0 0 0 0 2 1 0 0
16 1 0 50 1 0 0 0 500 1 0 0 0 0 0 2 1 0 0 0
(continued)
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Table. 2. (Continued)
Prob­
lem
Num­
ber
Num­
ber
of
Nodes
Num­
ber
of
Files
Number
of
Queries
Number of
Integer
Variables
Number of
Continuous
Variables
Number
of
Con­
straints
17 2 0 1 0 1 0 0 2 0 0 40000 4100
18 2 0 1 0 1 0 0 0 2 0 0 400000 41000
19 2 0 2 0 1 0 0 400 40000 4100
2 0 2 0 2 0 1 0 0 0 400 400000 41000
2 1 2 0 30 1 0 0 600 40000 4100
2 2 2 0 30 1 0 0 0 600 400000 41000
23 2 0 40 1 0 0 700 40000 4100
24 2 0 40 1 0 0 0 700 400000 41000
25 2 0 50 1 0 0 1 0 0 0 40000 4100
26 2 0 50 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 400000 41000
27 30 1 0 1 0 0 300 90000 6100
28 30 1 0 1 0 0 0 300 900000 61000
29 30 2 0 1 0 0 600 90000 6100
30 30 2 0 1 0 0 0 600 900000 61000
31 30 30 1 0 0 900 90000 6100
32 30 30 1 0 0 0 900 900000 61000
33 30 40 1 0 0 1 2 0 0 90000 6100
34 30 40 1 0 0 0 1 2 0 0 900000 61000
35 30 50 1 0 0 1500 90000 6100
36 30 50 1 0 0 0 1500 900000 61000
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Table. 3. Dimension of Test Problems
(4-way, Non-Homogeneous Query)
Prob­
lem
Num­
ber
Num­
ber
of
Nodes
Num­
ber
of
Files
Number
of
Queries
Number of
Integer
Variables
Number of
Continuous
Variables
Number
of
Con­
straints
37 1 0 1 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 4100
38 1 0 2 0 1 0 0 2 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 4100
39 1 0 30 1 0 0 300 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 4100
40 1 0 40 1 0 0 400 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 4100
41 1 0 50 1 0 0 500 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 4100
42 * 15 1 0 1 0 0 150 5062500 6100
43 15 2 0 1 0 0 300 5062500 6100
44 15 30 1 0 0 450 5062500 6100
45 15 40 1 0 0 600 5062500 6100
46 15 50 1 0 0 750 5062500 6100
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Tables 1, 2, and 3. All testing was performed on the IBM
3090-600E super computer at LSU.
The query transmission costs, CXiqj k i-n (PI)» CXA q ^  j 2 in 
(P2), and CXA q j:L j 2 j 3 j 4 in (P3) were generated as follows. In
(PI) , when i = j = k, then it was assumed that CXA q j k = 0.
Similarly, in (P2) when i = jl = j2, and in (P3) when i = jl
= j 2 = j 3 = j 4, then CXi q jx j 2 = 0, and CXt q jx j 2 j 3 j 4 = 0,
respectively. Otherwise, to compute the query transmission 
costs, the volume of the query was first obtained as the sum 
of percentages of file sizes. The percentage was randomly 
generated in the range from 10% to 100%. The total volume of 
the query during a given time period was computed as the 
product of the volume of the query and its frequency of 
occurrence during that time period. The frequencies were 
also randomly generated in the range from 10 to 100. Since 
the result of joining multiple files is usually less than the 
sum of the multiple files, the total volume of the query was 
multiplied by a reduction factor that ranged from 0.01 to 
0.5. If the networks are packet-switched, then the 
communication tariffs are not dependent on the distance 
between the communicating sites. Hence, all the unit query 
communication costs were set to 0.04 $/kilobits. Using this 
unit communication cost figure, all the query communication 
costs were computed.
The update cost, CUdj, is the result of transmitting 
updates from all user locations i to the file location j, if
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the file d is kept there. The volume of updates were assumed 
to be 10%, 20%, 30%, 40%, and 50% of the volume of the query 
that require file d. The file sizes (megabytes) and the unit 
storage costs ($/megabyte) were randomly generated in the 
range [6,000 - 12,000] and [0.04 - 0.1] respectively. The 
storage cost, CSd-j, is the product of the file size and the 
unit storage cost. The fixed cost, CY'i, is now obtained as 
the sum of the update and storage costs.
A total of 46 test problem types were considered, the 
characteristics of which are highlighted in Tables 1, 2, and 
3. For each problem type listed in Tables 1, 2, and 3, five 
test cases were generated. These cases differed from each 
other in the ratio of query to update traffic. They were 10%, 
20%, 30%, 40%, and 50%.
Tables 4, 5, and 6  present results on the quality of the 
solutions obtained after the application of the dual ascent, 
primal, dual adjustment and drop procedures. Also presented 
are the computation times taken by the procedures in terms of 
CPU seconds. Solution quality is measured as the percentage 
duality gap calculated as:
ZP+ - ZD+
% Gap = --------------  x 100
ZD+
The average percentage gap found for all the problems 
tested ranged from 0.001 to 0.679. From these results, there 
seems to be no discernible pattern as to how the percentage
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Table. 4. A Performance of Dual-Based Procedure 
with Drop Heuristic 
(2-way, Homogeneous Query)
Problem
Number
Average 
Percentage Gap
Average CPU Time 
in seconds
1 0 . 0 0 1 0.015
2 0  . 0 2 1 0 .231
3 0.124 0.819
4 0 . 0 0 1 1.648
5 0 .123 1.582
6 0 . 0 0 1 4 .439
Table. 5. A Performance of Dual-Based Procedure 
with Drop Heuristic 
(2-Way, Nonhomogeneous Query)
Problem
Number
Average 
Percentage Gap
Average CPU Time 
in seconds
7 0  . 0 1 1 0  . 026
8 0 . 041 0.337
9 0 . 0 2 1 0.133
1 0 0 . 655 7.139
1 1 0 .435 0.205
1 2 0 .475 8  .673
13 0 . 631 0.109
14 0 . 014 0 . 777
15 0 .428 0  . 082
16 0  . 0 2 0 3 .562
17 0.023 1.024
(continued)
Table 4. (Continued)
Problem
Number
Average 
Percentage Gap
Average CPU Time 
in seconds
18 0 .075 24.960
19 0.090 1.150
2 0 0 . 900 41.119
2 1 0 .253 1.230
2 2 0  . 0 2 1 36.465
23 0.093 0.295
24 0 .249 32.371
25 0 . 044 0 .377
26 0 .250 17.311
27 0.488 5 . 097
28 0 . 679 11.936
Table. 5. A Performance of Dual-Based Procedure 
with Drop Heuristic 
(2-Way, Nonhomogeneous Query)
Problem
Number
Average 
Percentage Gap
Average CPU Time 
in seconds
29 0 .152 8.032
30 0  . 0 0 1 8.650
31 0  . 1 1 1 1.061
32 0 . 0 1 2 52.204
33 0 .049 3 .369
34 0 . 051 8  .151
35 0.053 0 . 724
36 0 . 027 36.294
Table. 6 . A Performance of Dual-Based Procedure 
with Drop Heuristic 
(4-Way, Nonhomogeneous Query)
Problem
Number
Average 
Percentage Gap
Average CPU Time 
in seconds
37 0 . 0 0 1 16.376
38 0  . 0 0 2 23.037
39 0 .007 27 . 897
40 0 .009 44.090
41 0  . 0 2 1 47 . 757
42 0 . 0 0 1 75.547
43 0.007 89.403
44 0 . 0 09 157.672
45 0 .004 167.671
46 0  . 0 1 0 191.315
gap varies with either the number of nodes, the number of 
files or the number of queries. It is clear from these 
results that the dual-based procedures are able to obtain a 
near optimal dual solution. Also, the drop heuristic, in 
conjunction with the dual-based procedures, is able to obtain 
near optimal primal solutions. More importantly, near 
optimal primal and dual solutions are obtained very swiftly, 
as indicated in the tables. The average time taken to 
execute the dual-based procedures and drop heuristic ranged 
from 0.015 seconds to 191.315 seconds. These results 
indicate that the dual-based procedure along with the drop 
heuristic are very useful as a fast heuristic that in 
addition also provides performance guarantees, especially for 
very large sized problems. If an optimal solution is 
desired, then the dual-based algorithms can be easily 
embedded into a branch-and-bound procedure. Since the gaps 
obtained were uniformly so small, it is conjectured that an 
optimal solution can be found and verified by listing a 
relatively small number of branch-and-bound nodes. Hence, an 
optimal solution can be found in a reasonable amount of time.
Also, the performance of the dual based procedures were 
compared to that of MPSX/370 V 2 . MPSX/370 V2 is an IBM 
licensed program intended for the solution and analysis of 
linear programming and mixed integer programming 
applications. MPSX/370 V2 has one of the most efficient 
implementations of the simplex method for large size LP
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problems. While comparing the dual based procedures to 
MPSX/370 V2, the simplex routine OPTIMIZE was used to solve 
the LP relaxation of (PI) , (P2) , and (P3) . This was so 
because the dual ascent procedures solve the LP duals of 
(PI), (P2), and (P3). The efficient implementation features
of MPSX/3 70 V2 are: (1) The OPTIMIZE procedure of MPSX/3 70 V2 
uses the LU factorization method that is most useful when the 
problem is large-scale and sparse. (2) The OPTIMIZE procedure 
also takes advantage of dynamic alteration of the pricing and 
cycling routines during the optimization process. (3) The 
Vector Facility Support feature of MPSX/370 V2 incorporates 
the use of the Vector Facility in the pricing out step to 
speed up the overall running time. The Vector Facility 
Support feature also allows a significant increase in the 
speed of the repetitive floating-point operations by breaking 
them up into stages and having consecutive operands at 
consecutive stages.
A Performance Comparison of Dual-Based procedure with drop 
heuristic to the MPSX/370 V2 is presented in Table 7. For 
illustration purposes, only the 2 -way homogeneous problems 
were tested. For all the problems tested, the dual-based 
procedure was found to be more than an order of magnitude 
faster than MPSX. The dual-based procedure outperformed 
MPSX/370 V2 by factors ranging from about 30 to more than a 
100. More significantly, on close examination it was found 
that as the problem size increased the factor by which the
dual-based procedure outperformed MPSX/370 V2 also increased. 
This indicates that the time taken by the dual-based 
procedure proposed in this research increases at a slower 
rate with problem size than MPSX/370 V 2 .
Table. 7. A Performance Comparison of Dual-Based
Procedure with Drop Heuristic to the MPSX 
(2-Way, Homogeneous Query)
Number
of
Nodes
Number
of
Queries
Average CPU Time in Seconds
Dual-based Procedure MPSX/370 V2
1 0 1 0 0.003 1 .2
1 0 1 0 0 0 .015 7.8
2 0 2 0 0.161 4 . 8
2 0 1 0 0 0 . 819 53 . 7
30 30 0 .265 17 . 7
30 1 0 0 1.582 186 .9
CHAPTER 6
APPLICATIONS AND LIMITATIONS
The purpose of this chapter are three-fold. One purpose 
is to reexamine the applications of the file allocation and 
join site selection problems. While some of the applications 
were discussed in general terms in Chapter 1, the objective 
here is to examine those applications where the models 
presented in Chapter 3 can be used. Another objective is to 
examine potential applications of the models that can occur 
beyond the realm of distributed database systems. Finally, 
limitations of the models developed are also discussed.
6.1 Applications of File Allocation and Join Site Selection 
Problems
Along with the architecture, network protocol, and 
topology design problems, come the management problems of 
maintaining distributed database systems. Of course, one 
such problem is the placement of data files. There are 
certain properties in data files that naturally lead it 
towards decentralization, while certain other properties in 
them lead naturally it towards centralization. The main 
property favoring decentralization is when some data files 
are frequently used at some peripheral locations but rarely 
or never used at other locations. Much of the information in 
a branch office (for example, client address) is of no use
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anywhere but that branch office. However, certain other 
information generated in a branch office could be needed 
elsewhere (for example, customer orders which are needed in 
manufacturing plant, sales figures which are needed for 
central purchasing, or insurance company policy figures which 
are needed for actuarial calculations in the head office).
A property of data files which argues strongly for 
centralization is that the data files are being constantly 
updated and referred to by multiple users in different 
geographical locations. The users need to have an up-to-the- 
minute picture of the data as a whole, and the data files are 
being updated by users in different locations. Therefore, in 
such instances only one copy of the data file is maintained. 
This is often the case with inventory control systems, credit 
checking systems, reservation systems for airlines, hotels 
and rental cars, and so on.
Data to which many inquiries are made could be 
distributed if it needs to be updated only infrequently. 
Also, it would be appropriate to distribute the data if the 
information given to the inquirers can be a few hours old 
rather than up-to-the-second, or possibly, if the updates 
come from only one source. In a national information service 
in which a wide variety of encyclopedic information is made 
available on terminals, the data can be replicated in many 
locations. If there are a large number of references to it, 
this will save lots of transmission costs. A stock market
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system giving the current stock prices and other information 
could also employ multiple replicated copied of the same 
data.
In an airline reservation system, the majority of the 
inquiries are for information about flights and seat 
availability. This is a small fraction of the total data and 
could easily be stored at the terminal location. Other data, 
particularly passenger booking records, occupy much more 
space. Booking for a specific flight would all go to one 
location where that flight is controlled. This location 
might be a central computer, though it is not necessary. 
Instead of having all the information in the central 
computer, the data on the different flights might be 
partitioned. Then, the partitioned data can be distributed 
to where most bookings for the flights originate (especially 
on world wide airlines). The computer which controls the 
flight would send messages to the terminal computers when the 
booking level on the flight became critical. It would keep 
the seat availability records of the terminal computers upto 
date. This form of operation has several advantages over a 
fully centralized system. Such a system has relatively low 
telecommunication costs, low response time, and better 
reliability.
A distributed database system may deal with information 
requests, all of which involve the data stored at one site. 
Alternatively it may, like SDD-1, handle requests requiring
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data from multiple sites to be joined. The latter results in 
far more complex operations and access planning. If data 
from multiple sites are joined, then bulk transmission may be 
needed from one site to another. It is desirable to 
determine at which site to do the join operation in order to 
minimize the transmission. Figure 4 shows an example of the 
use of SDD-1 in a naval command-and-control environment 
(Martin, 1981). A query is processed which asks for details 
of ships which have a readiness rating of Cl and which carry 
torpedoes with a range of 20 miles or more. To answer this 
query five logical files (relations) are needed. They are 
located at four separate sites. The files are:
Site 1: SHIPWEPSDIR.
For each weapon, this file indicates which classes 
of ship carry it.
Site 1: SHIPCLASDIR.
For each class of ship, this file gives the ships 
which are in it.
Site 2: READY.
For each readiness rating, this file indicates 
which ships are in it.
Site 3: SHIP.
This file gives details of each ship.
Site 4: WEPSCHAR.
This file gives the characteristics of every type 
of weapon.
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Site 1
SHIPWEPSDIR
SHIPCLASDIR
Site 2
READY
NETWORK
Site 3 Site 4
Fig. 4. An Example of a Query Which Needs Data from 
Multiple Locations
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The above query reaches site 1. The transaction module 
at that site must check the query and determine what 
relations (or fragment) are needed to answer it. Several 
different access and processing sequences could be used. The 
transaction module must select an efficient one. The 
following are the actions needed to process the query.
1. The query reaches site 1.
2. The transaction module at site 1 determines what steps 
are required to answer query.
3. Site 1 sends an instruction to site 2 instructing it to
select from the READY file all U.S. ships with a
readiness rating of Cl and transmit this list to site
3 .
4. Site 1 sends an instruction to site 4 to use the WEPSCHAR 
file to select weapons which are torpedoes with a range 
of 2 0  miles and transmit this list to site 1 .
5. Site 4 sends the list of weapons to site 1.
6 . Site 1 uses the SHIPWEPSDIR file to determine what
classes of ships have the requisite weapons.
7. Site 1 uses the SHIPCLASDIR file to determine what U.S. 
ships are in these classes.
8 . Site 2 sends a list of ships with the requisite 
readiness rating to site 3.
9. Site 1 sends a list of ships with the requisite weapons 
to site 3.
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10. Site 1 instructs site 3 to select all ships which are on 
both of the above lists, obtain their details from the 
SHIP file, and transmit the results.
11. Site 3 transmits the results to the end user.
SDD-1 in a naval command-and-control environment 
determines only the optimal join site to execute the query 
given the locations of the data files. In the above example, 
site 3 was selected as the join site. However, if the 
locations of the data files were different, the optimal 
strategy for executing the query could be different. The 
real objective is to answer the broader question, that is, 
not just how to optimize the query but also simultaneously 
determine where to place the files in the first place. 
Therefore, the file allocation and join site selection 
problem of SDD-1 in a naval command-and-control environment 
can be solved by the model developed for the n-way join 
problem in section 3.4.
6.2 Connections to the File allocation and Report 
Assignment Problem 
In addition to the query processing mentioned in section
6 .1 , the overall corporation-wide management information 
system performs periodic report generations and the 
transmission of reports to various offices (Ramesh and Ryan, 
1990). In large corporate information systems that provide 
several reports, the report processing function becomes
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important in the design of a database configuration. 
Periodic reports that require the pooling and processing of 
data from different computer sites are needed at certain 
offices. The data is transmitted through value-added 
communication links between computers. Hence, transmission 
cost is a major component of the overall operating cost of 
the system. Therefore, in order to minimize the transmission 
cost, it may be necessary to store copies of certain data 
files at different computer sites. The total transmission 
cost includes, (1 ) the cost of transmitting the data needed
for a report from different computer sites to the site at
which the report is prepared, (2 ) the cost of transmitting 
the report to all the requesting sites, and (3) the cost of 
sending update information on a file from the source site to 
all the sites where copies of the file are maintained. 
Therefore, the design problem here is to determine for each 
file and report: (1) The site at which the report is to be
prepared, and (2 ) the site at which copies of the file are to 
be maintained.
Since the report requires n number of files to be 
combined, the file allocation and report assignment problem 
(FARAP) is similar to the n-way join problem. The site at
which report is to be prepared corresponds to the site at
which join is performed in the n-way join problem. The FARAP 
proposed by Ramesh and Ryan (1990) ignored the cost of query 
transmission that can be a big portion of the total
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transmission costs incurred in distributed database systems. 
On the other hand, the n-way join problem proposed in this 
research considers the cost of query transmission too. 
Hence, FARAP is a special case of n-way join problem. Thus, 
the solution procedure developed for the n-way join problem 
can be directly used to solve FARAP.
Ramesh and Ryan (1990) proposed a Lagrangian Relaxation 
based procedure for their problem. They used subgradient 
optimization to solve the Lagrangian dual. For reasons 
discussed in Chapter 4, the dual ascent procedure developed 
in this research can solve their problem much faster.
6.3 Connections to Facility Location Problems
All the applications of file allocation and join site 
selection problems discussed up to now were concerned with 
data flows in the distributed database systems. However, 
interestingly enough the (FAJSP) and special cases of it has 
applications in facility location problems also. It is well 
known that the file allocation problem is isomorphic to the 
uncapacitated facility location problem (Wah 1984) . In both 
the private and public sectors, products commonly pass 
through two echelons of distribution facilities as they flow 
from production plants to final customers. A typical 
facility arrangement is to consolidate multiple products at 
central distribution centers. The central distribution 
centers perform break bulk and product mixing operations.
After these operations the resulting products are supplied to 
market-oriented warehouses. The warehouses in turn serve 
retailers or final consumer demands. Gao and Robinson (1992) 
proposed two echelon uncapacitated facility location problem 
(TUFLP). In TUFLP, there are two echelons of facilities 
through which products may flow in a single route to final 
customers. The objective in TUFLP is to determine the least - 
cost number and locations of facilities at each echelon in 
the system. Also determined are the flow of products between 
facilities, and the assignment of customers to the supplying 
facilities. In TUFLP, all the facilities are assumed to be 
homogeneous. However, if there are two different types of 
facilities, products may not flow in a single route to final 
customers. A final customer may require the combined product 
originating from the two facility types. In such a case the 
site where the products are combined need to be considered. 
Determining the site where products from two different 
facility types are combined is the same as determining the 
join site for a 2-way join problem. Since this extension of 
TUFLP is analogous to the 2-way join problem, the solution 
procedure developed for the 2 -way join problem can be applied 
to solve this type of TUFLP problem also.
Another extension of the TUFLP is a multiechelon facility 
location problem with a single commodity type. Tcha and Lee 
(1984) proposed a problem of locating facilities over all 
levels in a multi-level distribution system where commodities
are shipped from origin-level facilities to the destination 
points via a number of intermediate level facilities. A 
special case of the FAJSP, where a single file type exists in 
the system, is analogous to the multi-level distribution 
system with a single commodity type. However, if there are 
multiple products in a multi-level distribution system, the 
gathering of multiple products in a multi-level distribution 
system is similar in concept to the joining of multiple files 
at various stages. Therefore, the FAJSP described in section 
3 . 1  is in fact a generalization of the multi-level 
uncapacitated facility location problems with single 
commodity type.
6.4 Limitations of the File Allocation and Join Site 
Selection Problems 
Now some of the limitations of the file allocation and 
join site selection problem models introduced in Chapter 3 
are discussed. In all the models introduced in Chapter 3, it 
is assumed that each site in the system is equipped with 
computing, storage and telecommunication devices that have 
capacities large enough to accommodate all the processing, 
storage and communications needs. As a result, the capacity 
restrictions are not considered. However, that may not be 
the case always. There may exist some nodes that cannot 
handle any query processing and/or cannot store all the 
required files due to limited storage capacity. The nodes
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which cannot accommodate query processing can be easily 
removed from the model. However, to model the limited 
storage capacity at node j , another constraint of the form
E Sd Ydj s Kj will have to be added, where Kj is the 
d
storage capacity at node j and Sd the size of file d.
There are two major objectives in a distributed database 
design. They are low operating costs and acceptable levels of 
communication delay for access to data. Minimizing the 
operating costs were only considered in the models. The 
other objective was not considered because including 
communication delay considerations would make an already 
complicated problem even more complicated.
Finally, the problem of file availability was not 
considered in this research. File availability is defined as 
the probability of accessing a file when desired. Due to 
communication link and/or processor failures, some nodes may 
become inaccessible to other nodes in the network at certain 
times. As a result, all file copies stored at that node can 
no longer be accessed. The issue of communication delay and 
file availability in FAJSP is worth investigating in the 
future.
CHAPTER 7 
CONCLUSION
In this research a dual-based solution procedure has been 
proposed for file allocation and join site selection problems 
in distributed database systems. There are two important 
problems associated with the design of distributed database 
systems. One is the file allocation problem. The other, 
called query optimization, is concerned with the efficient 
processing of a query involving multiple files in distributed 
database systems. The file allocation problem, without 
explicitly considering query optimization, has been studied 
extensively. Similarly, query optimization has also been 
studied extensively. However, relatively little work has 
been done that considers both these aspects simultaneously 
when designing a distributed database system. The objective 
of this research is to develop a methodology that considers 
both these aspects simultaneously.
Appropriately three different mixed integer programming 
models are developed to determine simultaneously the optimal 
location of files and join sites for given queries. The 
first model considers the general case of the file allocation 
and join site selection problem. Given the sequence of join 
operations, the model determines where these join operations 
have to occur while simultaneously considering locations of 
the files to minimize the communication cost. The second
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model is for the n-way join problem which uses the reducer 
programs for reducing the size of files apriori. When they 
have been applied, all the reduced relations are collected at 
the same site where an n-way join can be executed. A special 
case of n-way join problem, the 2 -way join problem, is 
considered in the third model. The 2-way join problem 
consists of queries that require up to two files. The major 
motivation for considering the 2 -way join problem is to 
obtain a useful strategy for solving the general FAJSP.
Dual-ascent type procedures are developed to solve the 
mixed integer programming model developed for the 2 -way 
homogeneous query, 2 -way nonhomogeneous query and n-way join 
problems. The dual-ascent type procedure consists of dual 
ascent, primal, dual adjustment, and drop procedure. The 
dual ascent procedure provides a lower bound on the optimal 
solution value. This dual solution, along with the 
complementary slackness conditions, is used to derive good 
feasible primal solutions. If these primal and dual 
solutions satisfy all the complementary slackness conditions, 
the solutions obtained are optimal. If not, the dual 
solution is tried to be improved through a dual adjustment 
procedure. If after the dual adjustment procedure, a gap 
still exists, then the incumbent primal solution is tried to 
be improved by applying a drop procedure.
The effectiveness of the dual-based algorithms was tested 
on a wide variety of large scale problems. The results show
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that the dual-based algorithms were able to generate 
solutions which were very close to the optimal. Also, these 
near optimal solutions were found very quickly, even for 
large scale problems. These results indicate that the dual- 
based procedure along with the drop heuristic are very useful 
as a fast heuristic that in addition also provides 
performance guarantees, especially for very large sized 
problems. Also, the performance of dual-based procedure to 
that of MPSX/370 V2 was compared. For all the problems 
tested, the dual-based procedure was found to be more than an 
order of magnitude faster than MPSX/370 V 2 . This clearly 
highlights the need for specialized algorithms that exploit 
problem characteristics, as opposed to general algorithms.
In this research, a solution procedure for the general 
FAJSP problem was not developed. One useful strategy for 
obtaining a good solution for the general FAJSP is by 
suitably decomposing it into several 2-way join problems. A 
possible heuristic strategy would be to first exploit the 
solution procedure for the 2 -way join problem to allocate the 
permanent files and the join sites associated with them. 
Then the remaining join sites for the queries can be 
developed so as to minimize the communication costs.
To the file allocation and join site selection problem 
addition of storage capacity restriction would considerably 
enhance the range of applications of the problem. A 
straightforward generalization of the LP-based dual-ascent
methodology may not be effective in solving capacitated 
problems. The LP relaxation may no longer provide a good 
approximation to the integer program. That is, the gap 
between the primal and dual solutions may be too large. This 
suggests the need for better linear programming formulations 
for capacitated problems and the likely need for a better 
understanding of the structure (most particularly, the 
facetial structure) of the integer programming polyhedron. 
Leung and Magnanti (1989) have introduced new facets for the 
capacitated facility location problem. Since their problem 
can be considered to be a special case of the capacitated 
file allocation and join site selection problem, their 
analysis may provide valuable insight on the polyhedral 
structure of the file allocation and join site problems.
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APPENDIX A.
THE DUAL ASCENT PROCEDURE FOR THE 2-WAY NONHOMOGENEOUS CASE. 
STEP 0 [Initialization]
0.1. Set Sdj «- CYd-j for all d and j.
For all i and q, do the following steps:
STEP 1 [Dual Ascent]
1 1 Set Wiql• «- Wiql. + Siql • Wiq2. «- W iq2. + Siq2._L . _L . O  C  U  W  i q j 1 i q j 1 ^  °  j 1 I i q j 2 l q j2 T  °  j 2 >
for all jl and j 2 .
1.2. Set Siqlj:L <- 0 and Si q 2 j 2 *- 0 for all jl and j2.
1.3. Set Vi q «- MinjieN,j2eN {CXi q ^ j 2 + WiqV q jx + Wiq2i q j2}
STEP 2 [Increase slack Siqlj:i]
For each jl, do the following:
2.1. Set C* ^ Minj2eN {CXi q j l j 2  + Wiqliqjl + Wiq2i q j2}
2.2. Set A1 «- C* - Viq
2.3. Set A Min {Al, WiqV q j 2 }
2.4. if A > 0, then set Wiqli q Wiqli q ^  - A, S^1^  *- S^1^
+ A, and set CXA q n j 2 + WiqV q n + Wiq2i q j 2 <- CXi q j 2
+ W iqli q  jl + Wiq2i q j 2 - A for all j 2 .
STEP 3 [Increase slack Siqlj2]
For each j2, do the following:
3.1. Set C* ^ MinjlEN {CXi q j 2 + WiqV q + Wiq2i q j2} .
3.2. Set Al C* - Vi q
3.3. Set A Min {Al, Wiq\ q j 2 }
3.4. if A > 0, then set Wiqli q j 2 «h Wiqli q j 2 - A, Si q l j 2 <- Si q l j 2
+ A, and set CXi q j: j 2 + WiqV q j 2 + Wiq2i q j 2 CXi q ji j 2
+ wiqli g ji + Wiq2i q j 2 - A for all jl.
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APPENDIX B
THE PRIMAL PROCEDURE FOR THE 2-WAY NONHOMOGENEOUS CASE 
STEP 0 [Initialization]
0.1. Let L*d = {j | Sdj = 0} for all d.
0.2. For each i and q, let JlV q = {j leL*d| CXd q ^  j 2 - Vi q +
Wiqli q j:1 + Wiq2i q j 2 = 0, d = iql, for some j2} and
J2*iq = {j2GL*d|CXi q j 2 - Viq + Wiqliqjl + W i q 2 i q j 2  = 0,
d = iq2 , for some jl}.
0.3. Set L+d «- {} for all d.
STEP 1 [Essential Copies]
For each i and q, do the following:
1.1. If | Jl*i q| = l, then set L+d «- L+d u {jieJl*iq} where
d = iql.
1.2. If |J2*iq| = 1, then set L+d «- L+d u {j2eJ2*iq} where
d = iq2 .
STEP 2 [Minimum Cost Node]
For each i and q, do the following:
2.1. [Both jleL+iql and j2eL+iqZ satisfy condition (50)]
If there exists a jl e L+iql and j2 e L+iq2, such that 
CXi q jx j 2 - Vi q + Wiqli q + Wiq2i q j 2 = 0, then determine
CXi q ji* j2* = Min { CXd q ji j2 11 1 GD iql, j 2eL iq2, CXi q jX j2
■ Vig + W ^ i g ^  + W^ig j 2 = 0 }.
Set Xx q ji* j2* ^ 1 and return.
2.2. [Either j leL+iql or j2eL+ i q 2 satisfies condition (50)]
2.2.1. [Only jleL+iql satisfies condition (50)]
If there exists a jl e L+iql, such that CXi q j 2 - v± q
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+ Wiqli q j 2 + Wiq2i q ja = 0, but no j2 e L+iq2 such that 
CX i q j l j 2  - Viq + Wiqliqjl + W i q 2 i q j 2  = 0, then determine 
CXt q jn* j21* = CXminl = Min {CXiqjlj2|jl e L+iql, 
j2 e L*iq2, CX i q j l j 2  - Viq + wiqliqjl + w i q 2 i q j 2  = 0}.
2.2.2. [Only j2eL+ i q 2 satisfies condition (50)]
Determine CXi q jl2* j22* = CXmin2 = Min {CXA q ^  j21 j leL*iql,
j 2GL+iq2, CX i q j l j 2  - Viq + Wiqliqjl + W i q 2 i q j 2  = 0}.
2.2.3. [Comparison of 2.2.1 and 2.2.2]
If CXminl < CXmin2, then L+ i q 2 = L+ i q 2 u j21*, 
set Xi q jii* j21* *- 1 , jl*i q «- jll*, j 2  i q «- j 2 l , and
return, else L+iql = L+iql u j22*( set X± q jl2* j22* 1,
jl*i q ^ j 1 2 *, j 2 *i q *- j2 2 *, and return.
2.3. [No jleL+iql and j2eL+ i q 2 satisfy condition (50)] 
Determine CXi q jx* j2* = Min {CXA q ^  j2| jlGL*iql, j2eL*iq2<
CX i q j l j 2  - Viq + Wiqliqjl + W i q 2 i q j 2  = 0}.
Set L iql = L iql U jl , L i q 2 = L i q 2 U j2 , Xi q j2* *- 1,
jl\q «- jl\ j 2 *iq j 2 *( and return.
APPENDIX C
THE DUAL ADJUSTMENT PROCEDURE FOR THE 2-WAY NONHOMOGENEOUS 
CASE
STEP 0 [Initialization]
0.1. Set i «- 1 and q ^ 1.
0.2. Set Jl 3 «- {}, J2° {} and IQ+ «- {}.
STEP 1 [Detection of Complementary Slackness Violations]
1.1. If there exists a jl'ejLt^Xji^ q} such that Wiqliqjl,> 0, 
then go to step 2 .
1.2. If there exists a j2 ' e{L+iq2 \j2\ q} such that Wiq2iqj2,> 0, 
then go to step 3.
1.3. If no complementary slackness violation detected go 
to step 4.
STEP 2 [Dual Adjustment on jl']
2.1. Set Siqln , - SiqljV + Wiqliqjl,, Viq «- Viq - Wiqliqjl,,
ZD ZD - Wiqliqjl,, Wiqliqjl, 0, and Jl 3 ^ J1B w j r.
2.2. For each jl * jl', do the following:
Set C* - Min j 2 6 J 2 {CXi q ji j 2 + ^±q\ q ji + Wiq2i q j2} .
Set A «- Min {C* - Vi q, Wiqli q jx}
If A > 0, then set Wiqli q ^  Wiqlt q ^  - A, Siqlj:l *- S19^
+ A, Jl 3 Jl 3 w jl, and set CXi q jx j 2 + Wiqli q +
W i q 2 i q j 2  *- CXi q j l j 2  + Wiqliqjl + Wiq2iq j 2 - A for all j 2.
2.3. For each j2, do the following:
Set C* Min j i e J 1 {CXi q jx j 2 + Wiqli q jx + Wiq2i q j2} .
Set A *- Min {C* - Vi q, Wiq2i q j2}
If A)0, then set Wiq2i q j 2 Wiq2i q j 2 -A, Si q 2 j 2 «- Si q 2 j 2 +A,
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J2S «- J2S w j 2, and set CX± q jx j 2 + Wiqli q j 2 +
W^i q j 2 - CXiqjl j 2 + Wiqli qjl + Wiq2i q j 2 - A for all jl.
2.4. For each i' # i or q' * q, do the following:
if i'q'l = iql and JlYq. C Jls or
i'q'l = iq2 and c J2S or
i'q ' 2  = iql and J2V,q, c J1B or
i'q ' 2  = iq2 and J 2 \,q. c J2°,
then set IQ+ «- IQ+ u { (i' , q') }
2.5. Perform a dual ascent procedure over IQ+.
2.6. Set IQ+ «- IQ+ u {(i,q)} and repeat the dual ascent 
procedure over IQ+.
2.7. Set IQ+ IQ and repeat the dual ascent procedure 
over IQ+.
2.8. Go to STEP 4.
STEP 3 [Dual Adjustment on j2']
3.1. Set Siq2j2, - Siq2j2, + Wiq2iqj2,, Viq Viq - Wiq2i q j2. i
ZD ^ ZD - wiq2iqj2,, wiq2iqj2, «- 0, and J2B «- J2B w j 2' .
3.2. For each j2 * j2', do the following:
Set C* - Min j i e J 1 {CXi q j l j 2  + Wiqliqjl + Wiq\ q j2} .
Set A «- Min {C* - Vi q, Wiq2i q j2} .
If A ) 0, then set Wiq2i q j 2 Wiq2i q j 2 - A, Si q 2 j 2 *- Si q 2 j 2
+ A, J2S J2S w j2, and set CXi q ^  j 2 + Wiqli q jx +
Wiq2i q j 2 «- CXi q j l j 2  + Wiq\ qjl + Wiq2i q j 2 - A for all jl.
3.3. For each jl, do the following:
Set C* - Min j 2 e J 2 {CXi q jx j 2 + Wiqli q j 2 + Wiq2i q j2} .
Set A Min {C* - Vi q, Wiqli q jt} .
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If A ) 0, then set Wiqliqn «- V±qliqil - A, S <- S^i,
+ A, J1B <- Jl° w jl, and set CXj. q jx j 2 + Wiqli q + 
W i g 2 i q j 2  «- CX i q j l j 2  + Wigli qjl + Wiq2i q j 2 - A for all j2 .
3.4. For each i' * i or q' # q, do the following:
If i'q'2 = iql and J2*i>q, c J1B or
i'q'2 = iq2 and J2*i,q, c J2a or
i'q'l = iql and c Jls or
i'q'l = iq2 and JlVq- c J2S,
then set IQ+ ^ IQ+ u {(i', q')}
3.5. Perform a dual ascent procedure over IQ+.
3.6. Set IQ+ «- IQ+ u { (i, q) } and repeat the dual ascent 
procedure over IQ+.
3.7. Set IQ+ «- IQ and repeat the dual ascent procedure 
over IQ+.
3.8. Go to STEP 4.
STEP 4 [Iteration]
4.1. Set q «- q + 1. If q > |Q|, then go to STEP 5, else 
go to STEP 1.
STEP 5 [Termination]
5.1. Set i i + 1 and q «- 1. If i  > | l |  and the dual
value ZD has improved, then set i «- 1 and go to STEP 
1 .
5.2. If i s 111 and q s |Q|, then set Jla «- {}, J2B «- {},
IQ+ «- {}, and go to STEP 1.
5.3. If i > |I|, then return.
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